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INTRODUCTION
This Appendix details the practical capacity analysis related to the Study Case explained
in the Report.
The airport network chosen to perform the capacity analysis has been the one formed
by seventeen airports operated by the main two low cost companies in United Kingdom
and Ireland, which are Ryanair and EasyJet, but only the airports who had over 2,5
million passengers the year 2008.
The Appendix has one section for each airport, and each section has a brief introduction
in the form of an aerial view of the airport studied, some figures about it and the
analysis of its fleet; then has a developed capacity analysis consisting on the study of six
of this airport’s components: Runways, Parking positions and gates, Terminal curb,
Check-in desks, Waiting area and Baggage claim.
Finally, the results in terms of capacity are exposed at the end of each section in form of
tables.
The analysis is supported by a theoretical analysis performed in the Study Case section
of this Project, and several tables and figures taken from Appendix II.
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ABERDEEN AIRPORT

Figure 1: Aerial view of Aberdeen airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 3 290 920
Transfer passengers (2008): 684
Airlines serving airport: Air France, Bmi, Bmi baby, British Airways, Eastern Airways,
EasyJet, Flybe, Flyglobespan, KLM, Loganair, Ryanair, SAS, Spanair, Wideroe.
Main destinations in Europe: Amsterdam, Athens, Barcelona, Belfast, Birmingham,
Bristol, Brussels, Copenhagen, Dublin, Gran Canaria, Helsinki, Ibiza, London, Malaga,
Manchester, Oslo, Palma, Paris, Stockholm, Tenerife, Zurich.
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Figure 2: Main destinations of Aberdeen departing flights

Fleet
Analysing the companies operating at Aberdeen airport, and taking into account that
this airport is the hub of Bmi regional, an estimation of the percentage of each aircraft
used can be performed:
Aircraft1

% Fleet

Boeing B737

30

Dash 8

20

Embraer ERJ 145

20

Boeing B727

15

Boeing B757

10

Boeing B767

5

Table 1: Fleet distribution at Aberdeen. Source: [W-1]

Runways
Aberdeen airport has one operative runway for commercial aircrafts and three small
runways of 260, 476 and 581 metres. The 16-34 runway which is the only one that is
going to be studied since it is the runway used by commercial airplanes is made of
grooved asphalt and is 1829 metres long by 46 metres wide.
This runway distribution corresponds to diagram 1 of the FAA Advisory Circular [7]. IFR
meteorological conditions are going to be assumed (T=1), then Figure 1 in Appendix II is
going to be used to determine C*, and Table 3 in Appendix II will determine E. Approach
1

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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ends will commonly be performed by threshold 34, and 50% of arrivals are conceived by
one of the hypotheses in the Case Study Theory.
Table 2 gathers the information for runway capacity calculation:
Aircraft class

%

Mix index

Exits location (ft)

E

T

C*

A

0

110

2657

0,86

1

52

B

0

4199

C

95

4659

D

5

5988
Table 2: Aberdeen runway capacity calculation

According to Equation 1 in the Runway section of the Study Case, the runway
component at Aberdeen is expected to serve 44 operations per hour.

Parking positions and gates
Aberdeen airport has 11 gates with only one of them using a finger to lead the
passengers to the aircraft.
There are 15 effective2 stand positions: 2 stands which can allocate type III aircrafts (in
terms of gate type classification), 6 stands to park type VI catalogued aircrafts and 7
stands for type VIII airplanes. With this data, an analysis of the stand position is going to
be set up.
Analysing the fleet operating at Aberdeen airport (Table 1) Boeing B767 is the only
widebody aircraft, so 5% of the fleet is widebody aircraft and 95% is non-widebody
aircrafts, concluding that gate mix is 95.
According to chart AD 2-EGPD-2-2 in the airport AIP [W-18], there are 2 gates which are
widebody suitable and 13 which are not, then 13,3% of the gates can accommodate
widebody aircrafts.
Average turnaround time for widebody aircrafts: 95 minutes.
2

The denomination of “effective” is used because some stand positions could be used by two
different types of aircraft, for example two type VIII aircrafts or one type III aircraft, but not both
possibilities at the same time. For this reason only one stand configuration is chosen attending to
the operating fleet.
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Average turnaround time for non-widebody aircrafts: 60 minutes.
Applying Equation 3 of the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section in the Study
Case, an R value of 1,6 is obtained, and having a look at Figures 5 and 8 in the Appendix
II, S=0,875 and G*=1,9.
The total number of operations per hour in the maximum capacity operation that the
airport facilities in terms of gates and stands can accommodate is 25, and has been
obtained using Equation 4 of the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section in the
Study Case.

Terminal curb
The terminal curb of the passengers’ terminal in Aberdeen airport, which can be seen in
Figure 1, has a single-way road in front of its landside perimeter, with four lanes divided
by a sidewalk.
This central sidewalk and the two ones on each lateral of the road make a total of 300
metres, and since there is no differentiation between arrivals and departures, the half of
the total frontage curb length is going to be assigned to each type of operation.
This frontal curb length converted into feet, which is 492ft, is entered as input in the
Figure 9 of the Appendix II, and assuming a “C” service level as mentioned in the Study
Case section, a total of 1200 maximum peak-hour passengers for departure flights
(without tabulating transfer passengers) are estimated, and 1000 passengers for arriving
flights. Adding up the 18% of passengers using the train facilities to get to the airport,
figures will grow to 1463 and 1219 travellers respectively.
Attending to the destinations of this airport’ flights, it is considered a domestic airport,
and hence the reduction for enplaning passengers will be of 20% and the reduction for
deplaning passengers will be of 25%, both values according to the theory analysis in the
Study Case section, and passengers who could use the terminal curb will increase to
1828 and 1625 for each of the operations.
Aberdeen statistics for 2008 show that 0,02% of passengers where in a transfer flight.
However, as this percentage is very small, the amount of passengers taken into account
in order to compare terminal curb with other components of the airport remain intact.
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Check-in desks
Aberdeen airport has a total of 19 check-in desks, which attending to Equation 5 in the
Check-in desks of the Study Case give an S value of 16,9.
Looking at Figure 10 in the Appendix II, the peak-30min demand is expected to be 370
passengers (assuming a MQT of 20 minutes as mentioned in the theory section).
The destinations and number of flights scheduled in this airport let us catalogue it as a
domestic airport, as mentioned before, and considering more than 4 flights per hour,
the F1 value will be 0,3 according to Table 7 in the Appendix II. Looking at Table 8 in the
Appendix II, F2 value will be 1,37.
For these values and using Equation 6 in the Check-in desks section of the Study Case,
the maximum Peak-Hour economy class Passengers are 900. Summing up the
passengers who will not pass through check-in desks, a total amount of 1125 passengers
is achieved.

Waiting area
Looking at the aerial view of the airport in Figure 1, and helped by the plant view of the
terminal [W-1], the area used by passengers when they are waiting for the flight to
board has been bounded. Neither entrance zone nor check-in zone, car hire zone or
public zone has been included. Using Google earth tool to calculate surfaces, a total
amount of 3500m2 has been estimated as waiting area zone.
Using Equation 7 in the Waiting area section of the Study Case, a maximum capacity for
the waiting area of 2500 passengers is obtained.
Average turnaround time according to the fleet operating at Aberdeen: 60 minutes
Extra minutes added to account for first flight departure: 30 minutes
Extra minutes added to account for the second airplane parking: 20 minutes
A total of 150 minutes are conceived to predict the percentage of passengers of the
second flight at the waiting area when the first flight boarding begins. Looking at the
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presentation curve, Figure 2 in the Case Study, a 5% of passengers waiting for the
second flight is obtained.
In order to convert the results into passengers per hour, a total percentage of 92% of
the airplane total passengers capacity is in the waiting area, so the capacity of the
waiting area is 2717 passengers/hour.

Baggage claim
With a total number of 2 baggage claim belts in Aberdeen airport, an amount of 1200
bags per hour can be delivered according to Equation 8 in the Study Case, which means
1153 maximum arriving passengers per hour taking into consideration the 80%
passengers carrying baggage and 1,3 bags per passenger, which are the hypotheses
introduced through Equation 9 in the Baggage claim section of the Study Case.

Results
Once the individual analysis of the six components has been performed, they can be
gathered in Table 3.
Component

Departing

Arriving

passengers/h

passengers/h

Operations/h

Runways

44

Parking positions and gates

25

Terminal curb-enplaning

1828

Terminal curb-deplaning

1625

Check-in

1125

Waiting area

2717

Baggage claim

1153
Table 3: Capacity study results of Aberdeen airport

Since the same measure unit is needed in order to compare all components results, the
analysis of the fleet sets an average seat capacity of the aircrafts of 108,8 passengers,
which will permit the measure of all components in flights per hour.
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Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

22

22

Parking positions and gates

12,5

12,5

Terminal curb-enplaning

16,8

Terminal curb-deplaning

14,9

Check-in

10,3

Waiting area

25

Baggage claim

10,6

Table 4: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Aberdeen
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BELFAST CITY AIRPORT

Figure 3: Aerial view of Belfast City airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 2 570 742
No transfer passengers in 2008.
Airlines Serving Airport: Aer Arann, FlyBE, Loganair, Manx2.com, Ryanair, Bmi.
Main destinations: The main destinations are domestic, such as Aberdeen, Edinburgh,
London or Manchester. The only European destinations are Chambery, Geneva, Rennes,
Reus and Salzburg.

Fleet
The distribution of the fleet operating at Belfast City can be seen in the next Table:
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Aircraft3

% Fleet

Dash 8

37,1

Smaller aircrafts

15,0

Boeing 737

14,0

ATR42

12,6

CRJ

9,2

Airbus 319

7,6

Airbus 320

3,2

Embraer RJ145

1,3

Table 5: Fleet distribution at Belfast City. Source: [W-3]

Runways
There is a single runway at Belfast City airport. It is made of grooved asphalt, its
designation number is 04-22 and its dimensions are 1829x45 metres. Since the taxiway
parallel to the runway is not full-length, a reduction to the estimated operations will be
performed.
This runway distribution corresponds to diagram 1 of the FAA Advisory Circular [7]. As
mentioned in the Study Case Theory, IFR meteorological conditions are going to be
assumed (T=1), then Figure 1 in Appendix II is going to be used to set C*, and Table 3 in
Appendix II will give the value of E. Approach ends are going to be performed through
threshold 22 in this airport usual operation.
Table 6 gathers the information for runway capacity calculation:
Aircraft class

%

Mix index

Exits location (ft) E

T

C*

A

0

85

2840

0,92 1

54

B

15

5130

C

85

5880

D

0
Table 6: Belfast City runway capacity calculation

The first estimation, according to Equation 1 in the Runway section of the Study Case, is
49 operations per hour.
3

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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Performing an analysis with hypothetical small aircrafts (class A and B) and VFR
operations, the full-length taxiway configuration allows a total of 97 operations per hour
and Belfast taxiway configuration permits only 72 operations (these values can be found
in Figure 4-26 in [7]). It means a 74,2% of the predicted capacity.
Taking into account that bigger aircraft are less manoeuvrable than smaller ones, and
that their taking-off distances, landing distances and operation times are higher, an
extra reduction of 20% in the operations is going to be applied, meaning a 54,2% of the
first estimation capacity.
The maximum capacity of the runway component is finally 26 operations per hour.

Parking positions and gates
The airport of Belfast City has only 10 gates, one of them with airbridge, and 10 aircraft
stands (see chart AD 2-EGAC-2-2 in the airport AIP [W-18] for more details). Analysing
the parking positions we can divide the gates into two groups, 6 of type VI and 4 of type
VIII.
There are no widebody suitable gates, but analysing the fleet there are neither
widebody aircraft operating at Belfast, which directly means an R value of 1.
The turnaround time for operating aircrafts is estimated to be 40 minutes. Using Figure
5 in the Appendix II S value equals to 1, and Figure 6 in the Appendix II sets G* value in
3.
According to Equation 4 of the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section in the Study
Case, the maximum hourly capacity with this data will be 30 operations per hour.

Terminal curb
The terminal curb length at Belfast City can be estimated in 200 metres, 100 metres for
each of the two sidewalks surrounding the two-lane roadway. There is no division
between enplaning and deplaning sidewalks.
The 328 feet of enplaning terminal curb give approximately 800 departing passengers
attending to Figure 9 in the Appendix II (getting a “C” service level as indicated in the
Terminal curb section of the Study Case). Using the same Figure, the 328 feet of
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deplaning sidewalk will allow an amount of 650 arriving passengers at Belfast. These
numbers will grow to 975 and 792 passengers respectively once the 18% of train users
to get and leave the airport are added.
Finally, the reduction for the car parking facilities’ users must be done. Belfast is a
domestic airport attending to its main destinations, and hence the reduction for
enplaning passengers will be of 20% and for deplaning passengers of 25%. These
reductions leave the final number of enplaning and deplaning travellers in 1218 and 990
respectively.
As it can be seen, no transfer passengers are added as their percentage over all
passengers is nearly zero.

Check-in desks
The 20 check-in desks at Belfast will give an S value of 17,8 according to Equation 5 in
the Check-in desks section of the Study Case. Using Figure 10 in the Appendix II and
considering a MQT of 20 minutes, the maximum 30-minutes peak passengers would be
385, and classifying this airport as a domestic flights airport, an F1 value of 0,3 and an F2
value of 1,37 will be assumed attending to Tables 7 and 8 both in the Appendix II.
The maximum number of economy class passengers per hour expected will be 936.
Converting this value to total passengers (adding check-in online passengers) a
maximum amount of 1170 passengers per hour can be accommodated by check-in
facilities at Belfast.

Waiting area
The estimated waiting area surface at Belfast is 1450m2. According to Equation 7 in the
Waiting area section of the Study Case, this surface would allocate 1035 departing
passengers, and taking into account the 87% of passengers from the first flight and a
20% of a second expected flight at the waiting area (looking at Figure 2 in the Study Case
for 130 minutes, 40 of them due to turnaround time and 20 due to time between
parking position occupation) which sum up 107% of a single flight, a total of 967
passengers could be served by waiting area facilities of this airport.
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Baggage claim
The number of baggage claim belts at Belfast is 2, which means 1200 bags processed per
hour attending to Equation 8 of the Study Case. With 1,3 bags per passenger and 80% of
passengers carrying luggage, a total amount of 1153 passengers could be assumed by
baggage claim facilities once applied Equation 9 in the Study Case.

Results
The results of the individual analyses of the components can be seen in Table 7:
Component

Departing

Arriving

Operations/h

passengers/h

passengers/h

Runways

26

Parking positions and gates

30

Terminal curb-enplaning

1218

Terminal curb-deplaning

990

Check-in

1170

Waiting area

967

Baggage claim

1153
Table 7: Capacity study results of Belfast airport

Assuming an average seat capacity of 68,7 passengers, it is possible to convert all results
into flights per hours in order to be compared among them.
Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

13

13

Parking positions and gates

15

15

Terminal curb-enplaning

17,7

Terminal curb-deplaning

14,4

Check-in

17

Waiting area

14,1

Baggage claim

16,8

Table 8: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Belfast
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BELFAST INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Figure 4: Aerial view of Belfast International airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 5 262 354
Transfer passengers (2008): 39 515
Airlines Serving Airport: Aer Lingus, Continental, DHL Air, Easyjet, Jet2.com, TNT Airways,
UPS Airlines, Wizz Air, Zoom Airlines, bmibaby.
Main destinations: The main destinations of flight departing from Belfast International
airport are national cities such as Birmingham, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool,
London Manchester or Newcastle. More information in [W-4].

Fleet
Analyzing the scheduled flights in the first semester of 2010 [W-4], it is possible to
determine the fleet distribution in Belfast International.
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Aircraft

%

Airbus 320
Boeing 757
Boeing 737
LET 410

65,8
30,4
3,6
0,2

Table 9: Fleet distribution at Belfast International. Source: [W-4]

Runways
Belfast International airport has two perpendicular asphalt runways. Runway 07-25 is
the runway nearer to the terminal building, and its dimensions are 2780x45 metres. The
approach end threshold used is the 25, and both landings and take-offs are performed.
The second runway, designed 17-35, is 1891 metres long and 45 metres wide, and is
used just for taking-offs in direction 17. More information in the airport AIP [W-18].
This distribution corresponds to the diagram number 49 in the FAA Advisory Circular [7].
Assuming IFR conditions (T=1), value of E factor will be 0,97 and C* will be 59. Table 10
gathers the information for runway capacity estimation.
Aircraft class
A
B
C
D

%
0
0,2
99,8
0,0

Mix index Exits location (ft) E
99,8

5214 0,97
9044

T
1

C*
59

Table 10: Belfast International runway capacity calculation

Attending to Equation 1 in the Runway section of the Study Case the maximum capacity
for the runway component will be 57 operations per hour.

Parking positions and gates
Belfast International airport has 16 gates and 1 airbridge. According to chart AD 2-EGAA2-2 in the airport AIP [W-18], 17 parking stand can be used at the same time by nonfreight airplanes, so the calculation of the parking positions and gates available for this
airport is going to be done with these 17 parking stands, dividing them in 1 stand type I,
6 stands type III, 9 stands type VI and one stand type VIII. Although there are no
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widebody aircraft operating at Belfast (so R value will be 1), 41% of the gates can
allocate widebody aircrafts.
The turnaround time estimated for the fleet operating at Belfast is going to be set in 45
minutes, due to its main destinations to domestic airports. With an S value of 1 is
obtained looking at Figure 5 of the Appendix II, and a G* value of 2,7 is determined after
the inspection of Figure 6 in the Appendix II.
With Equation 4 in the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section of the Study Case, a
total amount of 45 operations are assumed to be covered in the highest demand hour
by the gates and parking positions facilities of Belfast International airport.

Terminal curb
Terminal curb facilities in Belfast International are specially dedicated to short flights; in
fact domestic flights are the most usual kind of operation taking place there, so plenty of
parking facilities are available in the surrounding area of the terminal building. In terms
of enplaning and deplaning sidewalk, it is possible to estimate them through Google
Earth, as it can be seen a one-way roadway which spreads into three lanes once entered
in the terminal, and also several temporary parking positions. The total length of
terminal curb will be estimated to be of 575 metres, shared for both arriving and
departing passengers.
The 287,5 metres of deplaning curb, which are 943 feet, gives a total amount of 1800
passengers per hour attending to Figure 9 in the Appendix II and getting a “C” service
level reached. This figure will grow up to 2948 adding the 18% of train users supposed in
the theoretical analysis, the 25% of passengers which will use car parking facilities in this
domestic airport, and the 0,75% of transfer travellers.
The 943 feet of enplaning curb length will give 2200 arriving passengers per hour
attending to Figure 9 in the Appendix II. Taking into account the 18% of train users and
20% of car parking facilities users supposed in the theoretical analysis, and the 0,75% of
transfer travellers, Belfast International airport will have 3379 enplaning passengers in
its maximum capacity operation.
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Check-in desks
The 40 check-in desks in the terminal building give a value of 35,5 to the S variable once
applied Equation 5 of the Check-in desks section of the Study Case and 760 peak30minutes passenger serviced approximately (use Figure 10 in the Appendix II).
Analysing the main destinations of flights departing from Belfast International airport, it
can be considered a domestic airport, and hence looking at Tables 7 and 8 in the
Appendix II has an F1 value of 0,3 and an F2 value of 1,37 (according to the hypotheses
made in the theoretical Study Case).
Considering Equation 6 in the Study Case, the maximum number of economy class
passengers expected is 1849 per hour. Converting this value to total passengers (adding
check-in online passengers) a maximum amount of 2311 passengers per hour can be
held by Belfast International airport facilities without causing the collapse of this
component.

Waiting area
The estimated surface reserved to be used as waiting area is 3490m2, which means 2497
departing passengers served in one hour attending to Equation 7 of the Study Case.
Having an average turnaround time of 45 minutes and looking at Figure 2 in the Study
Case, an 15% extra passengers from the next flight will be added to the ones waiting for
their immediate flight to begin boarding (87% as mentioned in the Waiting area section),
and the amount of passengers serviced in the highest demand hour will decrease to
2448.

Baggage claim
Belfast International airport has 5 baggage claim belts, which means that 3000 bags per
hour can be processed once applied Equation 8 in the Baggage claim section of the
Study Case. According to Equation 9 in the Study Case, the maximum number of
passengers that this component could serve will be 2884 (through this Equation, 80% of
check-in online passengers have been assumed, and 1,3 bags per passenger are
conceived).
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Results
Table 11 gathers the individual results of each component studied.
Component

Departing
passengers/h

Runways
Parking positions and gates
Terminal curb-enplaning
Terminal curb-deplaning
Check-in
Waiting area
Baggage claim

Arriving
passengers/h

Operations/h
57
45

3379
2948
2311
2448
2884

Table 11: Capacity study results of Belfast International airport

Since the same measure unit is needed in order to compare all components results, the
analysis of the fleet sets an average seat capacity of the aircrafts of 150,4 passengers,
which will permit the measure of all components in flights per hour, as shown in Table
12.
Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

28,5
22,5
22,5

28,5
22,5

Runways
Parking positions and gates
Terminal curb-enplaning
Terminal curb-deplaning
Check-in
Waiting area
Baggage claim

19,6
15,4
16,3
19,2

Table 12: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Belfast
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BIRMINGHAM AIRPORT

Figure 5: Aerial view of Birmingham airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 9 627 589
Transfer passengers (2008): 50 889
Airlines Serving Airport: This airport is the major base for BmiBaby, Flybe, Monarch,
Ryanair and Thomson Airlines, but also serves EasyJet, Lufthansa or Viking Airlines.
Main destinations: Its 10 busiest scheduled destinations are Dublin, Amsterdam,
Edinburg, Belfast, Dubai, Paris, Glasgow, Frankfurt, Malaga and Alicante. Its busiest
charter destinations are Palma and Tenerife.
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Figure 6: Main destinations of Birmingham departing aircrafts

Fleet
According to a study of the scheduled flights departing from Birmingham, the following
fleet distribution can be obtained:
Aircraft4

% Fleet

Boeing 737

29,4

Dash 8

25,3

Embraer RJ145

25,2

Airbus 320

4,2

Airbus 321

3,6

ATR72

3,0

Airbus 319

1,8

Boeing 757

1,8

CRJ

1,8

Saab 340

1,2

Bae Jetstream 41

0,9

Boeing 777

0,8

Fokker 100

0,5

Airbus 310

0,3

Table 13: Fleet distribution at Birmingham. Source: [W-5]

4

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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Runways
Birmingham airport has a single runway with designation 15-33 which is made of
grooved asphalt, has a length of 2599 metres and a width of 46 metres.
This single runway fits with the diagram number 1 in the FAA Advisory Circular [7], and
assuming IFR meteorological conditions (T=1), Figure 1 in the Appendix II is going to be
used to determine C*, and Table 3 in the Appendix II will fix E value. Approach ends will
be operated through threshold 15 when possible.
Table 14 gathers the information for runway capacity estimation.
Aircraft class

%

Mix index

Exits location (ft)

E

T

C*

A

0

102,2

1785

0,86

1

53

B

0

5115

C

98,9

7095

D

1,1

8375
Table 14: Birmingham runway capacity calculation

With the data collected and applying Equation 1 in the Runway section of the Study
Case, a maximum number of 45 operations per hour can be served when the runway
component is working on its maximum capacity.

Parking positions and gates
Birmingham airport facilities in terms of parking positions and gates are: 31 gates, 17
airbridges and 49 aircraft stands usable at the same time. With the help of chart AD 2EGBB-2-2 in the airport AIP [W-18], 5 stands out of the total 49 are type I stands; 9 are
type III gates; there are 10 gates type V, 21 gates type VI and 4 type VIII gates.
Considering gates type I and III capable to accommodate widebody aircrafts, the 28,6%
of the total gates are widebody servicing gates, being 1,1% of the fleet (Table 13)
widebody airplanes (see widebody aircrafts classification in Table 1 of the Appendix II).
The average turnaround time for non-widebody aircrafts is determined to be 60
minutes, and the turnaround time for widebody aircrafts will be considered to be 100
minutes.
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Having an R value of 1,66 (using Equation 3 in the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates
section of the Study Case), an S value of 1 according to Figure 5 in the Appendix II and a
G* value of 2 after observing that all values for 60 minutes in Figures 6 to 8 have this
value, the total maximum capacity expected to be successfully accommodated by
Birmingham gate facilities would be 98 operations per hour (employing Equation 4 in
the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section of the Study Case).

Terminal curb
Terminal curb component at Birmingham airport is conditioned by another transport
infrastructure apart from the roadway leading to the airport. It is called AirRail link, and
is an elevated train that connects directly the international railway station of
Birmingham with the interior of the airport terminal building. This fact affects the mean
of transport used by Birmingham transport and is estimated to carry 1500 passengers
per hour from the railway station.
Despite having this important improvement on transportation infrastructure,
Birmingham terminal curb facilities are very good. The roadway crossing the terminal
building has two lanes separated by a sidewalk, and each lane has two more lanes used
as temporally car parking to drop-off and pick-up passengers. The total estimated curb
length is of 1008 metres.
Half of this length is going to be used as enplaning sidewalk, which will serve 4500
passengers once considered the “C” service level in Figure 9 of the Appendix II. Adding a
half of the train users, a 10% of car parking facilities users in this long-haul international
airport, and having into account the transfer passengers, a total of 5863 passengers
could be operating at Birmingham without terminal curb collapse (since precise data is
known for train users, it has been used instead of the 18% estimated in the Terminal
curb section of the Case Study).
Figures for deplaning travellers are less optimistic; 3300 passengers are predicted to be
accommodated by terminal curb infrastructures using Figure 9 in the Appendix II.
Summing up AirRail link users, car parking users (15% in deplaning component as stated
in the theoretical Study Case) and the 0,52% of transfer travellers, a total amount of
4789 passengers per hour are expected to be served.
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Check-in desks
The 86 check-in desks at Birmingham terminal building give a value of the “S” variable of
76,4 after the use of Equation 5 in the Check-in desks section of the Study Case, and
1700 passengers served in the peak-30minutes period attending to Figure 10 in the
Appendix II.
Considering the main destinations of departing flights from Birmingham, it can be
considered an international airport and hence use F1 value of 0,25 in Table 7 of the
Appendix II and F2 value of 1,62 in Table 8 of the Appendix II.
The maximum number of economy class passengers expected, attending to Equation 6
of the Study Case, is 4197 per hour. Converting this value to total passengers (adding
check-in online passengers) a maximum amount of 5246 passengers per hour can be
accommodated by check-in facilities.

Waiting area
Getting use of Google Earth tool, the estimated surface of the waiting area at
Birmingham airport is 5700m2. This area will allow a maximum of 4071 enplaning
passengers per hour using Equation 7 in the Waiting area section of the Study Case, and
taking into account that when the boarding begins there is an 87% of the passage plus
3% of the next flight passage (entering 155 minutes in Figure 2 of the Study Case
accounting for the first flight time to depart, the arrival of the second flight to the
platform and the turnaround time) 4523 will be the passengers accommodated in the
waiting area each hour at maximum.

Baggage claim
The number of baggage claim belts at Birmingham is 10, which means 6000 bags
processed per hour according to Equation 8 in the Baggage claim section of the Study
Case. With 1,3 bags per passenger and 80% of passengers carrying luggage, a total
amount of 5769 passengers could be assumed by baggage claim facilities using Equation
9 in the Study Case.
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Results
Table 15 gathers the individual results for each component of the airport:
Component

Departing

Arriving

Operations/h

passengers/h

passengers/h

Runways

45

Parking positions and gates

98

Terminal curb-enplaning

5863

Terminal curb-deplaning

4789

Check-in

5246

Waiting area

4523

Baggage claim

5769
Table 15: Capacity study results of Birmingham airport

Considering 89,7 passengers of average capacity for aircrafts operating at Birmingham,
the following movements can be estimated in the same measure unit (flights/hour):
Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

22,5

22,5

Parking positions and gates

49

49

Terminal curb-enplaning

65,4

Terminal curb-deplaning

53,4

Check-in

58,5

Waiting area

50,4

Baggage claim

64,3

Table 16: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Birmingham
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BRISTOL AIRPORT

Figure 7: Aerial view of Bristol airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 6 267 114
Transfer passengers (2008): 38 458
Airlines Serving Airport: Aer Arann, Air France, Air Malta, Air Southwest, Aurigny, British
Airways, Brussels Airlines, Continental Airlines, EasyJet, Flybe, GO, KLM, OLT, Ryanair
and Skybus.
Main destinations: Although Bristol flights have three long-haul international
destinations, their main destinations are medium-large European flights, mainly to the
Mediterranean coast (Spain, France, Italy or Greece) and East Europe (Poland, Bulgaria
or Turkey). It has 19 domestic destinations.
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Figure 8: Main destinations of Bristol departing aircrafts

Fleet
Bristol International Airport fleet distribution is shown in Table 17.
Aircraft5

% Fleet

Airbus 320

30

Boeing 737-300

30

Boeing 757

20

Dash 8

10

ATR72

5

Bae Jetstream 41

5

Table 17: Fleet distribution at Bristol. Source: [W-6]

Runways
Bristol airport has only one runway designated 09-27, which is very small with only 2011
metres of length and 45 metres of width. It is made of asphalt.
This single runway fits with the diagram number 1 in the FAA report [7], and assuming
IFR conditions (T=1), Figure 1 in the Appendix II is going to be used to find out C*, and
Table 3 in the same Appendix II will determinate the exit factor E.
Table 18 gathers the information for runway capacity estimation, using the 27 direction
as the preferably used both for taking-off and landing.
5

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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Aircraft class

%

Mix index

Exits location (ft)

E

T

C*

A

0

100

2366

0,92

1

53

B

0

5860

C

100

6600

D

0
Table 18: Bristol runway capacity calculation

With the data collected and using Equation 1 in the Runway section of the Study Case, a
maximum number of 48 operations per hour can be allocated when the runway
component is working on its maximum capacity.

Parking positions and gates
Bristol airport has 8 gates and 22 aircraft stands. A study of the capacity of those 22
parking positions is going to be performed, after the analysis of chart AD 2-EGGD-2-2 in
the airport AIP [W-18], considering 14 gates type VIII, 5 gates type VI and 3 gates type
IV.
Due to the short length of the runway, no widebody aircrafts are going to land at Bristol
(R value will be set to 1), which can be seen in the fleet distribution (Table 17).
Moreover, there are no gates accommodating widebody airplanes.
With these considerations and getting an average turnaround time for non-widebody
aircrafts of 60 minutes, an S value of 1 is obtained looking at Figure 5 of the Appendix II,
and a G* value of 2 is determined after the inspection of Figure 6 in the Appendix II.
With Equation 4 in the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section of the Study Case, a
total amount of 44 operations are assumed to be covered in the highest demand hour
by the gates and parking positions facilities of Bristol airport.

Terminal curb
The construction of a new terminal building at Bristol airport divides the terminal curb
area in two different places, the old terminal sidewalk and the new one, and taking into
consideration that there is a small terminal for executive flights in the south area of the
airport, a general estimation of the total length of sidewalk available for both enplaning
and deplaning passengers is going to be performed.
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The three terminal curb areas have no distinction between arriving and departing
travellers, hence the half of the length estimated is going to be assumed for each kind of
operation.
The new terminal building, with two lanes of a single road and a line for parking vehicles
available, offers 415 metres of sidewalk available for passenger drop off. In the old
terminal 155 metres are going to be considered and only 60 metres are going to be
available for executive passengers.
In terms of enplaning passengers, 1033 feet of sidewalk are available for them, which
allow 2450 maximum passengers operating from Bristol considering a “C” service level in
Figure 9 of the Appendix II. Adding the 18% of travellers using the train services as it has
been specified in the Terminal curb section of the Study Case, a 15% of car parking users
since this is a Schengen airport, and a 0,6% of transfer passengers, it grows to 3536 total
users.
The deplaning curb length is also 1033 feet long, which mean a total amount of 2050
passengers flying to Bristol in its busiest hour according to Figure 9 in the Appendix II.
Taking into account train users, 20% of car parking users in this deplaning curb
component in a Schengen airport, and transfer passengers, the maximum capacity of
the deplaning curb is 2958 passengers.

Check-in desks
The 31 check-in desks in the two-floor terminal building give a value of the “S” variable
of 27,6, and 600 passengers served in the peak-30minutes period.
Considering the main destinations of departing flights from Bristol, it can be considered
a Schengen airport, so looking at Tables 7 and 8 in Appendix II F1 value will be 0,3 and F2
value will be 1,43.
The maximum number of economy class passengers expected will be 1398 per hour
once applied Equation 6 of the Study Case. Converting this value to total passengers
(adding business passengers and check-in online passengers) a maximum amount of
1942 passengers per hour can be accommodated by check-in facilities at Bristol airport.
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Waiting area
In the waiting area component it is also going to be assumed that there are two terminal
buildings for commercial passengers, as can be seen in Figure 7.
The overall estimated surface will be 3200m2, which will allow 2285 departing
passengers served in one hour according to Equation 7 in the Study Case.
With the 60 minutes for the average turnaround time an extra 5% of passengers will
have to be added to the passengers waiting for the current airplane to take-off
according to the presentation curve in Figure 2 of the Study Case. This fact will increase
the total passengers enplaning per hour to 2483.

Baggage claim
With the 7 baggage claim belts that Bristol owns on its arrivals area, Equation 8 in the
Study Case gives 4200 bags processed in one hour, which means a total amount of 4038
passengers served in its highest demand hour once taken into account the 80% of checkin online passengers and 1,3 bags carried per traveller postulated in Equation 9 of the
Study Case.

Results
After the analysis of each component of the airport, a Table showing these results can
be performed:
Component

Departing

Arriving

passengers/h

passengers/h

Operations/h

Runways

48

Parking positions and gates

44

Terminal curb-enplaning

3536

Terminal curb-deplaning

2958

Check-in

1942

Waiting area

2483

Baggage claim

4038
Table 19: Capacity study results of Bristol airport
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In order to compare all components in the same units measure, an average seat capacity
of the fleet operating at Bristol is estimated, being of 125,1 passengers and allowing the
creation of Table 20.
Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

24

24

Parking positions and gates

22

22

Terminal curb-enplaning

28,3

Terminal curb-deplaning

23,6

Check-in

15,5

Waiting area

19,8

Baggage claim

32,3

Table 20: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Bristol
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DUBLIN AIRPORT

Figure 9: Aerial view of Dublin airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 23 500 000
Transfer passengers (2008): 89 300
Airlines Serving Airport: 78 airlines offer flights from Dublin airport. Is a hub for Aer
Arann, Aer Lingus, CityJet, Monarch, Primera Air, Ryanair and Thomson.
Main destinations: There are over 206 destinations, for example London, Paris, Cork,
Manchester, Birmingham or Frankfurt.

Figure 10: Main destinations of flights departing from Dublin
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Fleet
The analysis of the diary flights, destinations and airlines of flights departing from and
arriving to Dublin gives the following aircraft distribution, which is an estimation of the
real fleet distribution.
Aircraft6

% Fleet

Boeing 737

36

Airbus 320

20

Boeing 757

15

Dash 8

10

Boeing 767

8

ATR42

5

Airbus 330

3

Boeing 777

3

Table 21: Fleet distribution at Dublin. Source: [W-8]

Runways
Dublin airport has three runways, two nearly-parallel ones and the other joining the
thresholds of both runways diagonally. The three runways form an inverse letter “Z”, as
can be seen in Figure 9.
The 10-28 runway is 2637 metres long and 45 metres wide and is made of concrete. The
16-34 runway is made of asphalt, has a length of 2072 metres and its width is 61 metres.
The 11-29 runway is made of asphalt and concrete, and its dimensions are 1339x61
metres. However, it has no ILS. The spacing between the parallel runways is 5400 feet
measured perpendicularly from threshold 11.
Assuming the crossing runway 16-34 as a departure runway only and the 11-29 as an
only arrivals runway, the configuration of the runways can be assimilated to diagram
number 67 of the FAA report [7]. Considering IFR conditions (T=1), Figure 2 in the
Appendix II is going to be used to determine C*, and Table 4 in the Appendix II will set
the exit factor E.

6

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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Table 22 gathers the information for runway capacity calculation, assuming threshold 10
the most used in approach ends.
Aircraft class %

Mix index Exits location (ft) E

T

C*

A

0

128

1

60

B

0

7720

C

86

8640

D

14

4290

0,9

Table 22: Dublin runway capacity calculation

According to Equation 1 in the Runway section of the Study Case, the maximum
estimated number of operations per hour is 54.

Parking positions and gates
To study the parking positions and gates component of Dublin airport, only the stands
surrounding piers A, B and D are going to be conceived.
There are 71 gates and the same aircraft stand positions in the several aprons available
in the airside of the airport, although only 39 of them are used in the commercial
terminal building (most of them with airbridge). The following assignation of gate
amount and type can be made according to chart AD 2-EIDW-24-2 in the airport AIP: 11
gates type I, 7 gates type IV, 9 gates type VI and 12 gates type VIII. Considering gates
type I as widebody aircraft suitable, there are 28,2% of this kind of gates.
Analysing the fleet operating at Dublin (Table 21), 14% of it is widebody. An average
turnaround time of 100 minutes is going to be assumed for them due to their
destinations and frequencies. For non-widebody aircraft this turnaround time will be set
in 60 minutes, supposing an R value of 1,66 (see Equation 3 in the Aircraft Parking
Positions and Gates section of the Study Case).
With this data and working with Figures 5 and 8 in the Appendix II to determinate S and
G* values, 72 operations per hour could be accommodated by Dublin parking facilities
after applying Equation 4 in the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section of the Study
Case.
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Terminal curb
Dublin airport has up to four roadway lanes available for vehicle transit in front of its
terminal building. In addition to this, it has two separate lanes which lead to the
adjacent parking facilities. The total available curb length is estimated to be 652 metres,
326 for enplaning passengers and 326 for deplaning passengers, as both share the whole
sidewalk length.
These 1069 feet of enplaning curb allow 2550 travellers departing from Dublin according
to Figure 9 in the Appendix II (considering a “C” service level as mentioned in the
Terminal curb section of the Study Case), and once added firstly the 18% of passengers
using the train, then a 10% of car parking facilities in this International airport as stated
in the theoretical analysis of the Study Case section, and finally a 0,38% of transfer
passengers, a total of 3468 people could be held by enplaning terminal curb facilities in
an hour.
On the other hand, the 1069 feet available for deplaning passengers will suppose 2200
passengers (Figure 9 in the Appendix II has been used) and adding the train travellers, a
15% of car parking users and transfer passengers, 3168 people will take profit of
deplaning terminal curb facilities at Dublin during the maximum hourly capacity
requirements.

Check-in desks
With 165 check-in desks available, Equation 5 in the Check-in desks section of the Study
Case gives an S value of 146,6 which looking at Figure 10 in the Appendix II (assuming a
MQT of 20 minutes and extending the curve as it is a straight line) allow 2650 maximum
peak-30minutes passengers.
Analyzing the destinations of flights departing from Dublin, it can be considered an
International airport and hence has an F1 value of 0,25 and an F2 value of 1,62
according to Tables 7 and 8 in the Appendix II.

This gives 6543 economy class

passengers served per hour according to Equation 6 in the Check-in desks section of the
Study Case, growing up to 8178 enplaning passengers once checking online passengers
(20% of the total) are added.
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Waiting area
Dublin airport has three piers which lead travellers to the boarding gates (see Figure 9).
The total extension of the waiting areas is 6480m2 which would allocate 4628
passengers per hour attending to Equation 7 in the Waiting area section of the Study
Case. Converting this result into net passengers per flight (considering the 87% of
waiting passengers when the boarding begins plus 5% of a posterior departing flight
looking at the general presentation curve in Figure 2 of the Study Case), Dublin airport
waiting area will serve at maximum 5030 departing passengers.

Baggage claim
Dublin airport has 11 baggage claim belts which could process 6600 bags per hour
attending to Equation 8 in the Study Case, serving up to 6346 passengers once
considered an 80% of passengers carrying bags and an average number of 1,3 bags per
traveller in Equation 9 of the Study Case.

Results
Once the individual components study has been performed, they can be gathered in the
following Table:
Component

Departing

Arriving

passengers/h

passengers/h

Operations/h

Runways

54

Parking positions and gates

72

Terminal curb-enplaning

3468

Terminal curb-deplaning

3168

Check-in

8178

Waiting area

5030

Baggage claim

6345
Table 23: Capacity study results of Dublin airport

The average capacity of the aircrafts operating at Dublin is 143,6, which permits the
conversion of all parameters into flights per hour in order to be compared among them.
Table 24 shows all components capacity in the same measure unit.
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Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

27

27

Parking positions and gates

36

36

Terminal curb-enplaning

24,2

Terminal curb-deplaning

22,1

Check-in

57

Waiting area

35

Baggage claim

44,2

Table 24: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Dublin
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EAST MIDLANDS AIRPORT

Figure 11: Aerial view of East Midlands airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 5 620 673
Transfer passengers (2008): 4 395
Airlines Serving Airport: Aeropostale, Air Charter Service, Air Contractors, Atlantic
Airlines, Eastern Airways, Easyjet, First Choice Airways, HD Air, Jet2.com, Lufthansa,
Manx2.com, Ryanair, Star Air, Sterling, TNT Airways, Thomas Cook Airlines, Thomsonfly,
Titan, XL Airways, bmi regional or bmibaby.
Main destinations: All destinations are situated in a short-medium range of distances
with a maximum flight time of 5 hours. Top destinations are Edinburgh, Amsterdam,
Dublin, Paris and Berlin.

Figure 12: Main destination of aircrafts departing from East Midlands
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Fleet
East Midlands airport is an important cargo airport, indeed the 13th major airport in
Europe, as it can be seen in its fleet distribution.
Aircraft7

% Fleet

Boeing 737

40

Boeing 747F

25

DC-10F

10

Airbus 320

10

Small aircrafts

10

Boeing 757

5

Table 25: Fleet distribution at East Midlands. Source: [W-9]

Runways
East Midlands airport has a single grooved asphalt runway with designation 09-27 and
dimensions 2893x46 metres. More details can be seen in Figure 11.
This distribution corresponds to the diagram number 1 in the FAA Advisory Circular [7],
and assuming IFR conditions (T=1), Figure 1 in the Appendix II is going to be used to find
out C*, and Table 3 of the Appendix II will show the value of E. The approach end will be
preferably performed through threshold 27.
Table 26 gathers the information for runway capacity estimation. All operating aircrafts
are going to be used to calculate the runway capacity, but afterwards a reduction of the
operations is going to be applied to take into account only the commercial operations.
Aircraft class

%

Mix index

Exits location (ft)

E

T

C*

A

0

170

1440

0,86

1

50

B

0

4260

C

65

6780

D

35

8760
9400
Table 26: East Midlands runway capacity calculation

7

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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Attending to Equation 1 in the Runway section of the Study Case the maximum capacity
for the runway component will be 43 operations per hour, but a total number of 32
commercial operations are going to be conceived after the deduction of the 35% of
operations due to cargo airplanes.

Parking positions and gates
In order to account for the parking positions, only the ones used for commercial aircrafts
are taken into account. In this sense, 8 stands type IV, 5 stands type VI, 16 stands type
VII and 6 stands type VIII can be used at a same time to accommodate as many aircrafts
as possible. Since there are 21 gates but some of them could be used at the same time
for more than one flight, a total of 35 stands are going to be used to study this
component of East Midlands airport (more details in chart AD 2-EGNX-2-2 in the airport
AIP [W-18]).
The fleet analysed in this component is 100% non-widebody because DC-10F and Boeing
747F aircrafts are not taken into account (see Table 1 in the Appendix II). The average
turnaround time estimated for aircrafts operating at East Midlands is 55 minutes, so R
value will be set to 1.
Looking at Figure 6 in the Appendix II to get the G* value and at Figure 5 to seek S value,
a maximum amount of 77 operations per hour are going to be accommodated by this
component (using of Equation 4 in the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section of
the Study Case).

Terminal curb
The peculiar shape and configuration of the terminal curb at East Midlands airport,
which is curved and formed by two lanes with two more lanes used for brief car parking
purposes, makes the study of this component a bit different from the other airports as
traffic jams and therefore crowding in this terminal curb is not going to be expected due
to the two lanes dedicated to car temporally stopping. There is a division between the
terminal curb for arrivals and for departures.
The estimated enplaning curb length is 309 metres, giving 2450 maximum passengers
departing from East Midlands airport per hour attending to Figure 9 in the Appendix II,
which will grow up to 3517 passengers once added the 18% of train users, the 15% of
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car parking users as stated in the theoretical Study Case section for Schengen airports,
and 0,08% of transfer travellers.
The estimated curb length for deplaning passengers is 285 metres approximately, which
means 1800 arriving passengers to East Midlands getting a “C” service level in Figure 9 in
the Appendix II and 2746 passengers accounting for transfer travellers, car parking
facilities and train users.

Check-in desks
The 52 check-in desks in the terminal building give a value of 46,2 to the S variable once
applied Equation 5 of the Check-in desks section of the Study Case and 1000 peak30minutes passenger serviced approximately (use Figure 10 in the Appendix II).
Analysing the main destinations of flights departing from East Midlands, it can be
considered a short-haul or Schengen airport, and hence looking at Tables 7 and 8 in the
Appendix II has an F1 value of 0,3 and an F2 value of 1,43.
Considering Equation 6 in the Study Case, the maximum number of economy class
passengers expected is 2331 per hour. Converting this value to total passengers (adding
check-in online passengers) a maximum amount of 2913 passengers per hour can be
held by East Midlands facilities without causing the collapse of this component.

Waiting area
The estimated surface reserved to be used as waiting area is 3780m2, which means 2700
departing passengers served in one hour attending to Equation 7 of the Study Case.
Having an average turnaround time of 55 minutes and looking at Figure 2 in the Study
Case, an 8% extra passengers from the next flight will be added to the ones waiting for
their immediate flight to begin boarding (87% as mentioned in the Waiting area section),
and the amount of passengers serviced in the highest demand hour will increase to
2842.

Baggage claim
East Midlands airport has 6 baggage claim belts, which means that 3600 bags per hour
can be processed once applied Equation 8 in the Baggage claim section of the Study
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Case. According to Equation 9 in the Study Case, the maximum number of passengers
that this component could serve will be 3461 (through this Equation, 80% of check-in
online passengers have been assumed, and 1,3 bags per passenger are conceived).

Results
Table 27 gathers the individual results of each component studied.
Component

Departing

Arriving

Operations/h

passengers/h

passengers/h

Runways

32

Parking positions and gates

77

Terminal curb-enplaning

3517

Terminal curb-deplaning

2746

Check-in

2913

Waiting area

2842

Baggage claim

3461
Table 27: Capacity study results of East Midlands airport

Since the same measure unit is needed in order to compare all components results, the
analysis of the fleet sets an average seat capacity of the aircrafts of 121,4 passengers,
which will permit the measure of all components in flights per hour, as shown in Table
28.
Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

16

16

Parking positions and gates

38,5

38,5

Terminal curb-enplaning

29

Terminal curb-deplaning

22,6

Check-in

24

Waiting area

23,4

Baggage claim

28,5

Table 28: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for East Midlands
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EDINBURGH AIRPORT

Figure 13: Aerial view of Edinburgh airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 9 006 702
Transfer passengers (2008): 14 524
Airlines Serving Airport: The main scheduled airlines are Aer Araan, Aer Lingus, BMI,
BMIBaby, Continental Airlines, EasyJet, Flybe, Germanwings, Jet2, KLM, Lufthansa,
Norwegian Airlines and Ryanair.
Main destinations: The main destinations of Edinburgh departing flights are London,
Amsterdam, Dublin, Paris, Frankfurt, New York, Alicante, Geneva, Palma de Mallorca and
Madrid. The full destinations map can be seen in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Main destinations of Edinburgh departing flights

Fleet
Fleet distribution by type of aircraft operating at Edinburgh:
Aircraft8

% Fleet

Boeing 737

25,6

Boeing 757

16

Airbus 320

15

Boeing 767

10,6

Airbus 321

9

Dash 8

7

Airbus 319

4

Bae 146

3

Fokker 70

2,3

Embraer 135

2

ARJ100

1,5

Fokker 100

1,3

Saab 340

1,2

Embraer 145

0,8

ATR72

0,7

Table 29: Fleet distribution at Edinburgh. Source: [W-11]

8

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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Runway
Edinburgh airport has two grooved asphalt runways forming an angle of 125º among
them. The main runway is the 06-24 and is equipped with an ILS. Its length is 2556
metres and its width is 46 metres. The smallest runway, designated 12-30 and with no
ILS coverage, has a total length of 1797 metres and a width of 46 metres. The
intersection of the two runways is situated 6427 feet from the principal runway
threshold and runways do not touch each other.
This is a special case because one of the runways has no ILS coverage, so methodology
explained in chapter 4 in [7] will be applied.
Figure 3 in the Appendix II will be used in order to determine the maximum capacity of
the runways, with a straight-in approach assumed.
Aircraft class %

Mix index

A

0

121,2

B

0

C

89,4

D

10,6

Table 30: Edinburgh runway capacity calculation

The maximum capacity of the runway component is determined to be 52 operations per
hour.

Parking positions and gates
Edinburgh airport has 19 gates and 8 of them have airbridges to connect the terminal
building with the fingers. The number of aircraft stands in this airport is 37, although 12
of them are used for cargo issues and will not be taken into account (detailed view in
chart AD 2-EGPH-2-2 in the airport AIP [W-18]). The study of this component is going to
be performed considering 25 gates, 4 of them are type III gates and can allocate
widebody aircrafts (16% of the total gates); there are 4 gates type V, 10 gates type VI
and 7 gates type VIII.
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Analysing the fleet (Table 29), 10,6% are widebody aircrafts, and the gate mix is 89,4.
The average turnaround time for non-widebody aircrafts is considered to be 60 minutes
and the average turnaround time for widebody aircrafts will be set in 95 minutes.
With a resultant R value of 1,6 (Equation 3 in the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates
section of the Study Case), S value of 0,9 according to Figure 5 in the Appendix II and G*
value of 1,9 considering Figure 8 in Appendix II, a total of 42 operations could be served
by the airport gates when the maximum capacity of them is required (Equation 4 of the
Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section in the Study Case has been used to obtain
the final number of operations).

Terminal curb
The terminal curb at Edinburgh airport is very long, surrounding both the terminal
building and the parking area in front of it. The roadway has two lanes, and there is an
extra line used by temporally parking vehicles. Moreover, at the end of the terminal
curb there are special parking locations reserved for buses. Since there is no
differentiation between enplaning and deplaning sidewalks, the half of the total curb
length is going to be considered for each kind of operation.
The total estimated curb length is 904 meters, which means 452 meters (or 1482 feet)
dedicated at each kind of operation.
Assuming a “C” service level and looking at Figure 9 in the Appendix II, 3800 enplaning
passengers could be dropped-off during the maximum capacity demand hour, rising to
5460 if 18% of train users, 15% of car parking facilities users (this is a Schengen airport
attending to its main destinations) and transfer passengers are taken into account.
In terms of deplaning passengers, 3000 of them could be picked-up at the terminal curb
according to the graphic used in this component with the 1482 feet of sidewalk. The
total number of passengers served adding the 0,161% of transfer passengers and railway
and car parking facilities users will be 4580.

Check-in desks
The 48 check-in desks in the first floor of terminal building give an S value of 42,6
according to Equation 5 in the Check-in desks section of the Study Case and 925
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passengers served in the peak-30minutes period after entering the last value in Figure
10 in the Appendix II.
As mentioned before, considering the main destinations of departing flights from
Edinburg it can be considered a Schengen airport, so an F1 value of 0,3 and an F2 value
of 1,43 will be assumed after consulting Tables 7 and 8 of the Appendix II respectively.
Applying Equation 6 of the Study Case, the maximum number of economy class
passengers expected is 2156 per hour. Converting this value to total passengers (adding
check-in online passengers) a maximum amount of 2695 passengers per hour can be
accommodated by check-in facilities at Edinburgh.

Waiting area
The waiting area at Edinburgh airport is situated on the first floor, as can be seen in the
maps available in [W-11]. Its surface is 5100m2, and it is composed by two areas: the
main terminal area which covers thirteen gates, and a secondary waiting area which
covers six gates and is accessible from the main one by getting the travelator connection
from the terminal. According to Equation 7 in the Waiting area section of the Study
Case, 3642 passengers are expected to occupy at maximum the waiting area facilities.
Having an average turnaround time for all kind of aircrafts of 65 minutes, an extra 3% of
passengers must be added to the ones waiting for their flight to begin the boarding
process (using Figure 2 in the Study Case), summing up 90% of a single flight and
concluding that the maximum capacity expected for the waiting areas will be 4047
passengers.

Baggage claim
Using Equation 8 in the Study Case with the 6 baggage claim belts in Edinburgh airport,
3600 bags can be delivered per hour, which means a total amount of 3461 passengers
served in its highest demand hour once applied Equation 9 in the Study Case which
considers the 80% of check-in online passengers and 1,3 bags carried by traveller.
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Results
After the analysis of the capacity of the individual components of the airport, a Table
with the results can be performed:
Component

Departing

Arriving

passengers/h

passengers/h

Operations/h

Runways

52

Parking positions and gates

42

Terminal curb-enplaning

5460

Terminal curb-deplaning

4580

Check-in

2695

Waiting area

4047

Baggage claim

3461
Table 31: Capacity study results of Edinburgh airport

The average capacity of the aircrafts operating at Edinburgh is considered to be of 137,4
seats, which can be used to convert all results to the same measure unit, flights per
hour.
Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

26

26

Parking positions and gates

21

21

Terminal curb-enplaning

39,7

Terminal curb-deplaning

33,3

Check-in

19,6

Waiting area

29,5

Baggage claim

25,2

Table 32: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Edinburgh
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GATWICK AIRPORT

Figure 15: Aerial view of Gatwick airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 34 205 887
Transfer passengers (2008): 43 873
Airlines Serving Airport: Around 90 airlines serve from Gatwick, such as Delta Airlines or
Emirates, but Gatwick is used as a hub airport by Aer Lingus, British Airways, EasyJet,
Flybe, Monarch, Thomas Cook, Thomson and Virgin Atlantic Airways.
Main destinations: Top ten destinations are Malaga, Dublin, Faro, Orlando, Alicante,
Geneva, Palma, Madrid, Glasgow and Edinburgh.

Fleet
The analysis of the diary flights during a week of flights departing from and arriving to
Gatwick airport give the following aircraft fleet distribution.
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Aircraft9

% Fleet

Airbus 319

33,9

Boeing 737

22,4

Dash 8

15,9

Airbus 320

11

Boeing 777

9,2

Airbus 330

1,9

Embraer RJ145

1,8

ATR 72

1,7

Airbus 321

1,5

Boeing 757

1,4

CRJ

1,2

Table 33: Fleet distribution at Gatwick. Source: [W-12]

Runways
Gatwick airport has two parallel runways separated by 650 feet. The one designated
08R-26L is made of asphalt and is 3316 metres long per 46 metres wide, and the 08L26R is also made of asphalt, with 2565 metres of length and 45 metres of width. In
addition to this, the 08L-26R runway has no ILS, so only departures are allowed.
Due to the fact that runway separation is only 650 feet, a single runway configuration is
going to be considered, so diagram 1 of the FAA [7] is going to be used, considering IFR
conditions as specified in the theoretical hypotheses. Figure 1 in Appendix II is going to
be used to set C* value, and Table 3 in Appendix II will determine E. The direction 26R of
the runway is going to be used preferably for approaching ends.
Table 34 gathers the information for runway capacity calculation:
Aircraft class %

Mix index Exits location (ft) E

A

0

122

B

0

6415

C

89

7640

D

11

8640

4680

T

C*

0,86 1

52

Table 34: Gatwick runway capacity calculation
9

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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According to Equation 1 in the Runway section of the Study Case, the maximum
estimated number of operations per hour is 44.

Parking positions and gates
Gatwick airport has 94 gates, 108 stand positions (32 in each terminal pier and 44
remote positions) and 57 airbridges.
The study is going to be performed with the 82 gates used for commercial flights
handling (available view of Gatwick parking positions in chart AD 2-EGKK-2-2 in the
airport AIP [W-18]), which can be divided into 12 gates type I, 24 gates type IV, 29 gates
type VI and 17 gates type VIII. There are 14,6% of gates widebody allocable because only
type I gates can be used for them.
Analysing the fleet (Table 33), 11% of it is widebody, and an average turnaround time of
100 minutes is going to be considered. For non-widebody aircrafts an average
turnaround time of 60 minutes is going to be assumed. The R value is then 1,66
(Equation 3 in the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section of the Study Case has
been used).
Using Figures 5 and 8 both in the Appendix II to obtain S and G* values, 140 maximum
operations per hour can be obtained using the current parking facilities in accordance to
Equation 4 of the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section in the Study Case.

Terminal curb
In the North Terminal there are three lanes of a single roadway, summing up 480
metres. Moreover, there are two extra lanes used as vehicle parking. Half of them are
used for enplaning movements and could process up to 1800 passengers in accordance
to Figure 9 in the Appendix II for a service level category “C”. The other half of the
sideway will be used for deplaning passengers, which means 1600 travellers.
Studying the South Terminal curb length, there are 1692 feet available for enplaning
movements and 1692 feet for deplaning operations, which allow 4800 and 3500
passengers respectively according to Figure 9 in the Appendix II.
The total enplaning passengers are 6600, and taking into account that 18% of the total
travellers use the rail transport to get to Gatwick, 10% use the car parking facilities of
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this long-haul international airport (see Terminal curb section in the Study Case for more
information) and that there is a 0,13% of transfer passengers, the number grows to 8954
maximum enplaning passengers per hour.
For deplaning movements, 5100 people can be served in an hour, increasing to 7326
deplaning passengers once transfer and train and car parking users are added.

Check-in desks
Gatwick airport has 317 check-in desks, 191 in the South Terminal and 126 in the North
Terminal. A separate analysis is going to be performed for each terminal and later the
addition of the results is going to be done.
According to Equation 5 in the Study Case, the 191 desks of the South Terminal give an S
value of 169,8 and looking at Figure 10 in the Appendix II and assuming a MQT of 20
minutes as exposed in the Case Study, 3795 peak-30minutes passengers are obtained.
Considering Gatwick a long-haul International airport, 0,25 and 1,62 are going to be F1
and F2 values after consulting Tables 7 and 8 of the Appendix II, obtaining 9370
passengers per hour according to Equation 6 in the Check-in desks section of the Study
Case.
The same procedure has been performed with the 126 North Terminal check-in,
obtaining an S value of 112, 2495 peak-30minutes travellers and 6160 departing
passengers per hour.
After adding the 20% of passengers who will check-in online, the total number of
maximum enplaning passengers which desk-in facilities could cope with will be 19412.

Waiting area
The waiting area of the South Terminal accounts for 9393 square metres and the North
Terminal has 6208m2 of waiting area, summing up a total available area of 15601 square
metres.
Applying Equation 7 in the Case Study, 11143 passengers could use these facilities per
hour. Considering Gatwick airport as a long-haul international airport with a fleet
average turnaround time of 65 minutes, and looking at Figure 2 in the Study Case which
is the presentation curve at the check-in desks (so 45 minutes will be added to the
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turnaround time, plus 20 minutes in terms of empty stand time), an extra 3% of
passengers will be waiting for their flight when the boarding begins.
The total amount of passengers per hour served by this component facilities will be
12381.

Baggage claim
Gatwick airport has 16 baggage claim belts which could process 9600 bags per hour
attending to Equation 8 in the Study Case, serving up to 9230 passengers considering an
80% of passengers carrying bags and an average number of 1,3 bags per traveller in
Equation 9 of the Study Case, in Baggage claim section.

Results
Table 35 gathers the results obtained in the individual components’ study.
Component

Departing

Arriving

passengers/h

passengers/h

Operations/h

Runways

44

Parking positions and gates

140

Terminal curb-enplaning

8954

Terminal curb-deplaning

7326

Check-in

19412

Waiting area

12381

Baggage claim

9230
Table 35: Capacity study results of Gatwick airport

In order to compare all capacity results, they have to be converted to the same measure
unit. The average seat capacity of aircrafts operating at Gatwick is 134,5, which will
allow to convert all results to flights per hour.
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Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

22

22

Parking positions and gates

70

70

Terminal curb-enplaning

66,6

Terminal curb-deplaning

54,5

Check-in

144,3

Waiting area

92,1

Baggage claim

68,6

Table 36: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Gatwick
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GLASGOW INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Figure 16: Aerial view of Glasgow International airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 8 135 260
Transfer passengers (2008): 69 640
Airlines Serving Airport: There are around 30 airlines serving at Glasgow, for instance
Bmi baby, British Airways, Easyjet, Flybe, Kiss Flights, Thomas Cook Airlines or Thomson
Airlines.
Main destinations: There are 90 destinations linked to Glasgow airport, among which
can be emphasized London Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted, Luton, Birmingham,
Amsterdam, Tenerife, Palma, Alicante and Dubai.
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Figure 17: Main destination of aircrafts departing from Glasgow

Fleet
Fleet distribution in Glasgow airport can be seen in Table 37:
Aircraft

%

Boeing 737
Boeing 757
Dash 8
Airbus 330
Embrarer RJ145
Boeing 767
Airbus 310
Boeing 777

36,7
30,9
19,1
5,7
4,1
1,6
1,1
0,9

Table 37: Fleet distribution at Glasgow. Source: [W-13]

Runways
Glasgow airport has a single grooved asphalt runway with designation 05-23 and
dimensions 2665x46 metres. More details can be seen in Figure 16.
This distribution corresponds to the diagram number 1 in the FAA Advisory Circular [7],
and assuming IFR conditions (T=1), Figure 1 in the Appendix II is going to be used to find
out C*, and Table 3 of the Appendix II will show the value of E. The approach end will be
preferably performed through threshold 23. Table 38 gathers the information for
runway capacity estimation.
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Aircraft class
A
B
C
D

%
0
0
90,8
9,2

Mix index Exits location (ft) E
118,4

5223 0,86
7441
8630

T
1

C*
52

Table 38: Glasgow runway capacity calculation

Attending to Equation 1 in the Runway section of the Study Case the maximum capacity
for the runway component will be 44 operations per hour.

Parking positions and gates
In order to account for the parking positions, they have been classified depending on the
aircraft type they are going to accommodate. In this sense, the parking area has 4 stands
type I, 5 stands type III, 7 stands type IV, 20 stands type VI and 6 stands type VIII which
can be used at a same time to accommodate as many aircrafts as possible. Summing up,
a total of 42 stands are going to be used to study this component of Glasgow airport
(more details in chart AD 2-EGPF-2-2 in the airport AIP [W-18]), and 21,4% of them could
accommodate widebody aircrafts due to the fact that only stands type I to III are able to
do that.
The fleet analysed in this component is 9,2% widebody and 90,8% widebody, as can be
seen in Table 37. The average turnaround time estimated for non-widebody aircrafts
operating at Glasgow is 55 minutes, and the turnaround time for widebody aircrafts is
going to be set in 90 minutes (these values are determined attending to the destinations
of the aircrafts), so R value will be 1,6.
Looking at Figure 8 in the Appendix II to get the G* value and at Figure 5 to seek S value,
a maximum amount of 88 operations per hour are going to be accommodated by this
component (using Equation 4 in the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section of the
Study Case).

Terminal curb
Glasgow airport terminal curb is formed by four lanes of a single roadway which divides
into two roadways just at the beginning of the airport. Arrival and departure terminal
curbs are not divided (they share the total curb length), and so we could estimate that
each of the components of the study has 580 metres long.
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The estimated enplaning curb length is 1900 feet, giving 6000 maximum passengers
departing from Glasgow airport per hour attending to Figure 9 in the Appendix II, which
will grow up to 8682 passengers once added the 18% of train users, the 15% of car
parking facilities users (see Terminal Curb section in the Study Case for more
information) and 0,86% of transfer travellers.
The estimated curb length for deplaning passengers is 1900 feet, which means 4000
arriving passengers to Glasgow getting a “C” service level in Figure 9 in the Appendix II
and 6150 passengers accounting for transfer travellers and train and 20% of car parking
users.

Check-in desks
The 51 check-in desks in the terminal building give a value of 45,3 to the S variable once
applied Equation 5 of the Check-in desks section of the Study Case and 980 peak30minutes passenger serviced approximately (use Figure 10 in the Appendix II).
Analysing the main destinations of flights departing from Glasgow, it can be considered
a Schengen airport, and hence looking at Tables 7 and 8 in the Appendix II has an F1
value of 0,3 and an F2 value of 1,43.
Considering Equation 6 in the Study Case, the maximum number of economy class
passengers expected is 2284 per hour. Converting this value to total passengers (adding
check-in online passengers) a maximum amount of 2855 passengers per hour can be
held by Glasgow International airport facilities without causing the collapse of this
component.

Waiting area
The estimated surface reserved to be used as waiting area is 4300m2, which means 3071
departing passengers served in one hour attending to Equation 7 of the Study Case.
Having an average turnaround time of 55 minutes and looking at Figure 2 in the Study
Case, an 8% extra passengers from the next flight will be added to the ones waiting for
their immediate flight to begin boarding (87% as mentioned in the Waiting area section),
and the amount of passengers serviced in the highest demand hour will increase to
3233.
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Baggage claim
Glasgow airport has 6 baggage claim belts, which means that 3600 bags per hour can be
processed once applied Equation 8 in the Baggage claim section of the Study Case.
According to Equation 9 in the Study Case, the maximum number of passengers that this
component could serve will be 3461 (through this Equation, 80% of check-in online
passengers have been assumed, and 1,3 bags per passenger are conceived).

Results
Table 39 gathers the individual results of each component studied.
Component

Departing
passengers/h

Runways
Parking positions and gates
Terminal curb-enplaning
Terminal curb-deplaning
Check-in
Waiting area
Baggage claim

Arriving
passengers/h

Operations/h
44
88

8682
6150
2855
3233
3461

Table 39: Capacity study results of Glasgow airport

Since the same measure unit is needed in order to compare all components results, the
analysis of the fleet sets an average seat capacity of the aircrafts of 134,2 passengers,
which will permit the measure of all components in flights per hour, as shown in Table
40.
Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

22
44
64,7

22
44

Runways
Parking positions and gates
Terminal curb-enplaning
Terminal curb-deplaning
Check-in
Waiting area
Baggage claim

45,8
21,3
24,1
25,8

Table 40: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Glasgow
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LEEDS BRADFORD AIRPORT

Figure 18: Aerial view of Leeds Bradford airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 2 873 321
Transfer passengers (2008): 12 874
Airlines Serving Airport: Air Europa, Air Malta, Air South West, Astraeus, Austrian
Airlines, BH Air, Eastern Airways, First Choice Airways, FlyBE, Futura Int´l Airways,
Iberworld, Jet2.com, KLM, Manx2.com, Ryanair, Spanair, Thomas Cook Airlines,
Thomsonfly, Tyrolean Airways, VLM Airlines, bmi.
Main destinations in Europe: Aberdeen, Alicante, Almeria, Amsterdam, Antalya,
Avignon, Barcelona, Belfast, Bergerac, Bristol, Bodrum, Brussels, Chambery, Corfu,
Crete, Dublin, Dubrovnik, Dusseldorf, Edinburgh, Exeter, Faro, Fuerteventura, Geneva,
Girona, Glasgow, Gran Canaria, Ibiza, Innsbruk, Islamabad, Isle of Man, Knock, Krakow,
Lanzarote, London, Malaga, Mallorca, Malta, Milan, Montpellier, Murcia, Nantes,
Newquay, Palma, Paris, Pisa, Plymouth, Prague, Rome, Rhodes, Salzburg, Sharm El
Sheikh, Southampton, Tenerife, Tunisia, Venice.
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Fleet
In the next lines there are the most used aircrafts in the scheduled flights over a week
and the percentage of total fleet after analyzing the number of arrivals to Leeds airport.
Aircraft10

% Fleet

Aircraft

% Fleet

Boeing B737

15,6

Fokker 70

5,3

Boeing B757

15,3

Embraer ERJ 145

3,2

Airbus A321

14,4

Embraer ERJ 135

2,4

Airbus A310

12,1

BAe Jetstream 41

1,9

Airbus A320

11,7

BAe Jetstream 32

1,3

Dash 8

8,4

Metroliner SWM

1,3

Fokker 100

7,0
Table 41: Fleet distribution at Leeds Bradford. Source: [W-14]

Runways
Leeds airport has a single runway with denomination 14-32, length of 2250 metres and
width of 46 metres. It is made of grooved asphalt.
The problem in this airport is that it does not accomplish one of the hypotheses
formulated in the Study Case: it does not have a full-length taxiway. A reduction of the
capacity is going to be applied to the result.
This runway distribution corresponds to diagram 1 of the FAA Advisory Circular [7]. IFR
meteorological conditions are going to be assumed (T=1), then Figure 1 in the Appendix
II is going to be used to determine C*, and Table 3 in the Appendix II is going to be used
to find out E value. Threshold 14 is going to be conceived as the preferably approach
end used threshold.
Table 42 gathers the information for runway capacity analysis:

10

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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Aircraft class

%

Mix index

Exits location (ft)

E

T

C*

A

0

124,2

1980

0,91

1

51

B

0

3000

C

87,9

5590

D

12,1
Table 42: Leeds Bradford runway capacity calculation

Attending to Equation 1 in the Runway section of the Study Case, the first estimation is
of 46 operations per hour.
Performing an analysis with hypothetical small aircraft and VFR operations, the fulllength taxiway configuration allows a total of 90 operations per hour, and Leeds taxiway
configuration permits only 72 operations (these values can be found in Figure 4-26 in
[7]). It means an 82,2% of the predicted capacity.
Taking into account that bigger aircraft are less manoeuvrable than smaller ones, and
that their taking-off distances, landing distances and operating times are higher, an
extra reduction of 20% of the operations is going to be accounted for, decreasing to a
54,2% of the first estimation the capacity expected for this airport.
The maximum capacity of the runway component is then 28 operations per hour.

Parking positions and gates
Having a look at chart AD 2-EGNM-2-2 in the airport AIP [W-18], 22 effective aircraft
stands are located at Leeds airport:
1 type III with finger
17 type VI (1 with finger)
4 type VIII
With the data recorded and taking into account that it has 10 gates, it is going to be
considered that 2 gates are used only for fingers, and there remain 8 gates could serve
the other 20 stands, so the total number of stands that are going to be studied are 22.
From now on, there will be 1 type III gate, 17 gates type VI and 4 gates type VIII. Having
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only one gate type which suitable with widebody aircrafts and 21 which are not, the
percentage of gates which can accommodate widebody aircrafts is 4,5%.
Analyzing the fleet operating in this airport (Table 41), only the Airbus A310 is a
widebody aircraft, so 12,12% of the total fleet is formed by widebody aircrafts and
87,88% are non-widebody aircrafts. Gate mix is then 87,88.
Taking into account the destinations and the kind of airplanes operating at Leeds
Bradford airport in the type III gate, we can deduce an average turnaround time for both
kinds of aircrafts:
Average turnaround time for widebody aircrafts: 75 minutes
Average turnaround time for non-widebody aircrafts: 45 minutes
Resulting in an R value of 1,6 (applying Equation 3 in the Aircraft Parking Positions and
Gates section of the Study Case). S and G* values could be found in Figures 5 and 8 in
the Appendix II.
Using Equation 4 of the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section in the Study Case,
the number of operations in the maximum hour capacity accommodated by the airport
facilities in terms of gates and stands is 40.

Terminal curb
The single level terminal building at Leeds Bradford airport is reached by a two lane
roadway which leads particular vehicles to the terminal curb sidewalk. Passengers
willing to get a taxi will have to walk to the taxi area, which is situated 50 meters further
across the roadway and has four lanes for taxi circulation.
The frontage curb length for private cars is 125 metres, and the taxi sidewalk is
considered to have 140 metres. Since there is not a differentiated zone of enplaning
passengers and deplaning passengers, the half of the total sidewalk length is going to be
contemplated for each operation, and so the enplaning and deplaning length of the curb
is 132,5 metres, which are 434,6 feet.
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Having a glimpse to Figure 9 in the Appendix II, with the “C” service level assumed, the
total peak-hour passenger without rail users and transfer ones for arriving flights are
850, and the maximum departing ones are 1100 approximately.
Observing the current percentage of transfer passengers out of the total passengers
flying at Leeds airport, it is expected a 0,45% of transfer passengers, which added to the
18% of general increase for train users and the 20% of car parking facilities users for
enplaning operations and 25% in deplaning operations in this domestic airport, increase
the maximum hourly passengers arriving to Leeds to 1388 and the maximum hourly
passengers departing from Leeds to 1684.

Check-in desks
Leeds Bradford airport has a total of 26 check-in desks, which gives an S value of 23,1
attending to Equation 5 of the Check-in desks section in the Study Case.
Looking at Figure 10 in the Appendix II, the peak-30min demand is expected to be 500
passengers.
The destinations and number of flights scheduled in this airport, as mentioned before,
let us catalogue it as a domestic airport, and with more than 4 flights per hour, the F1
value will be 0,3 if we look at Table 7 of the Appendix II. The F2 value will be 1,37
according to Table 8 in the Appendix II.
Using Equation 6 in the Study Case, the maximum Peak Hour economy class Passengers
are 1216. Converting this value to total passengers of a flight (adding check-in online
passengers) a maximum amount of 1520 passengers per hour can fly from Leeds airport
without causing a capacity constraining.

Waiting area
Looking at the plant view of the terminal (see reference [W-14]), it has been assumed
that all the perimeter of the terminal in contact with the apron is waiting area, and its
width is about 7 metres, leaving the rest of the terminal for check-in, security segments
and other uses. The estimation of the surface extension of the waiting area, taking for
granted a 10% of surface for commercial services and toilets is of 2390 m2.
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Applying Equation 7 in the Waiting area section of the Study Case, a maximum capacity
for the waiting area of 1707 passengers is obtained.
Analysing the turnaround times of the fleet operating in Leeds Bradford airport and the
percentage of aircrafts of each class, an average turnaround time of 50 minutes is going
to be expected, and adding 20 minutes for the next aircraft to arrive to the parking zone
and 30 minutes for the first flight to departure, a total of 100 minutes is used to predict
the percentage of passengers of the second flight at the waiting area when the first
flight boarding begins. Looking at the presentation curve (Figure 2 in the Study Case) a
15% of passengers waiting for the second flight is obtained.
To convert the results into passengers per hour, a total percentage of 102% of the
airplane total passengers capacity is in the waiting area, so the capacity of the waiting
area is 1673 passengers/hour.

Baggage claim
Leeds Bradford airport has 5 baggage claim belts. Using Equation 8 in the Study Case, an
amount of 3000 bags per hour can be delivered, and converting this baggage volume to
total passengers in the flights being served in this busiest hour with Equation 9 in the
Study Case, a maximum capacity coverage of 2884 arriving passengers are expected.

Results
The individual component results are gathered in Table 43:
Component

Departing

Arriving

passengers/h

passengers/h

Operations/h

Runways

28

Parking positions and gates

40

Terminal curb-enplaning

1684

Terminal curb-deplaning

1388

Check-in

1520

Waiting area

1673

Baggage claim

2884
Table 43: Capacity study results of Leeds airport
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Since the same measure unit is needed in order to compare all components results, the
analysis of the fleet sets an average seat capacity of the aircrafts of 135,8 passengers,
which will permit the measure of all components in flights per hour, as desired.
Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

14

14

Parking positions and gates

20

20

Terminal curb-enplaning

12,4

Terminal curb-deplaning

10,2

Check-in

11,2

Waiting area

12,3

Baggage claim

21,2

Table 44: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Leeds
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LIVERPOOL AIRPORT

Figure 19: Aerial view of Liverpool airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 5 334 152
Transfer passengers (2008): 4 326
Airlines Serving Airport: Eastern Airways, EasyJet, Flybe, KLM, Ryanair, Thomson, Wizz
Air.
Main destinations: There are 11 domestic destinations such as Aberdeen, Dublin,
London or Shannon; long-haul international flights are not operated in Liverpool airport,
at least in direct flights, and most scheduled flights have their destination in the
European Union: France, Holland, Poland or Spain for instance.

Fleet
The fleet operating at Liverpool airport is formed by short or medium range aircrafts,
most of them belonging to Ryanair or EasyJet.
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Aircraft11

% Fleet

Boeing 737

40

Airbus 319

20

Small aircrafts

20

Airbus 320

15

Boeing 757

5

Table 45: Fleet distribution at Liverpool. Source: [W-15]

Runways
Liverpool airport has a single asphalt runway with designation 09-27 and dimensions
2286x46 metres. More details can be seen in Figure 19.
This distribution corresponds to the diagram number 1 in the FAA report [7], and
assuming IFR meteorological conditions, Figure 1 in the Appendix II is going to be used
to determine C*, and Table 3 in Appendix II will set E, after assuming that approach ends
are going to be done through threshold 27 if possible.
Table 46 gathers the information for runway capacity estimation:
Aircraft class

%

Mix index

Exits location (ft)

E

T

C*

A

0

100

4390

0,86

1

53

B

0

C

100

D

0

7350

Table 46: Liverpool runway capacity calculations

Using Equation 1 in the Runway section of the Study Case, the maximum capacity for the
runway component will be 45 operations per hour.

Parking positions and gates
Liverpool airport facilities offered to accommodate operating aircrafts is formed by 27
parking positions which could be used at the same time (chart AD 2-EGGP-2-2 in the
airport AIP [W-18] for more details), and 15 gates.

11

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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Due to the fact that several parking stands are remote positions, a study of only 27
parking positions is going to be performed as it has been mentioned, dividing them in 3
type III gates, 10 gates type V and 14 gates catalogues as type VIII.
Although there is an 11,1% of widebody allocable parking positions, there are no
widebody aircrafts regularly operating at Liverpool (R value is then set to 1) and gate mix
is 100.
Average turnaround time of aircrafts: 50 minutes
S value is determined to be 1 according to Figure 5 in the Appendix II, and G* value will
be 2,4 after analyzing Figure 6 in the Appendix II. Equation 4 of the Aircraft Parking
Positions and Gates section in the Study Case will set a maximum of 64 operations hold
by the airport in its busiest hour.

Terminal curb
The terminal building at Liverpool airport has two lanes of a one-way roadway in front of
its main entrance. The two lanes are separated by a sidewalk which is 9 metres wide.
The total available length of sidewalk is approximately 620 metres, and there is no
separation between arrivals and departures.
The 310 metres available for enplaning passengers allow 2350 travellers to use the
sidewalk in the maximum demand hour in accordance to Figure 9 of the Appendix II and
supposing a “C” service level offered. Deplaning sidewalk could service 2000 passengers
during the busiest hour of the airport, also attending to Figure 9 in the Appendix II.
Percentage of transfer passengers is very low, and does not change the number of
passengers expected, however, 18% of the total passengers which are train users and
15% and 20% of car parking users in enplaning and deplaning operations in this
Schengen airport increase these values to 3371 and 3048 travellers respectively.

Check-in desks
The 46 check-in desks in the terminal building applied to the Equation 5 of the Study
Case give a value of 40,9 to the S variable and 880 peak-30minutes passenger serviced
once used Figure 10 in the Appendix II.
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Considering this airport as a Schengen type referring to its destinations, and assuming
that there will be more than 4 flights per hour, F1 and F2 values can be located at Tables
7 and 8 of Appendix II, and are 0,3 and 1,43 respectively.
According to Equation 6 of the Study Case, the maximum Peak-Hour economy class
Passengers expected is 2051. Converting this value to total passengers (adding check-in
online passengers) a maximum amount of 2563 passengers per hour can be held by
Liverpool facilities without this component collapse.

Waiting area
The terminal building at Liverpool airport is a two-floor terminal where passengers do
their check-in in the first floor and then have to rise to the second floor where they pass
the security control and wait for the airplanes (more information and maps in reference
[W-15]). There is a waiting area in the central building and other two waiting areas
between the two main aprons of the airport. The total surface of waiting area is
estimated to be 6500m2, which could allocate a maximum of 4642 passengers at the
same time according to Equation 7 in the Study Case.
Since the average turnaround is considered to be 50 minutes, looking at Figure 2 of the
Study Case and adding the time the first flight takes to take-off and the time the second
flight takes to arrive to the parking position, an extra 15% of passengers must be added
to the ones who are waiting for the first flight to depart (87% as specified in the theory
section), so 4551 will be the passengers who are going to be served in the busiest hour
for this component.

Baggage claim
With 5 baggage claim belts at Liverpool airport, an amount of 3000 bags per hour can be
delivered attending to Equation 8 in the Baggage claim section of the Study Case. In
terms of total passengers being served in busiest hour it means a maximum capacity
coverage of 2884 deplaning passengers once Equation 9 in the Study Case which
accounts for the check-in passengers and assumes 1,3 bags per traveller.
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Results
After the analysis of all components of the airport, the next Table can be performed to
show the results:
Component

Departing

Arriving

Operations/h

passengers/h

passengers/h

Runways

45

Parking positions and gates

64

Terminal curb-enplaning

3371

Terminal curb-deplaning

3048

Check-in

2563

Waiting area

4551

Baggage claim

2884
Table 47: Capacity study results of Liverpool airport

The study of the capacity of the fleet gives an average seat capacity of 135 passengers
per flight, which allow the conversion of all components into flights per hour in order to
be compared among them.
Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

22,5

22,5

Parking positions and gates

32

32

Terminal curb-enplaning

25

Terminal curb-deplaning

22,6

Check-in

19

Waiting area

33,7

Baggage claim

21,4

Table 48: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Liverpool
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LUTON AIRPORT

Figure 20: Aerial view of Luton airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 10 180 734
Transfer passengers (2008): 6 832
Airlines Serving Airport: Aer Arann, Blue Air, Easyjet, El Al, FlyBE, Monarch, Ryanair,
Thomsonfly, Transavia, Wind Jet, Wizz Air
Main destinations: All direct flights are short international flights or domestic flights, as
can be seen in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Main destination of flights departing from Luton
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Fleet
The study of the fleet operating at Luton results in the next Table:
Aircraft12

% Fleet

Airbus 320

48

Boeing 737

42,6

ATR42

3,2

Airbus 319

2,3

Boeing 757

2,1

Dash 8

1,8

Table 49: Fleet distribution at Luton. Source: [W-16]

Runways
The grooved asphalt runway at Luton has as designation numbers 08-26, and its
dimensions are 2160x46 metres. This runway has not full-length parallel taxiway, and a
reduction of the total operations is going to be applied.
This runway distribution corresponds to diagram 1 of the FAA Advisory Circular [7]. IFR
meteorological conditions are going to be assumed (T=1), then Figure 1 in the Appendix
II is going to be used to find out C*, and Table 3 in the Appendix II will give E value.
Threshold 26 is going to be used as the prior approach end direction.
Table 50 gathers the information for runway capacity calculation:
Aircraft class %

Mix index Exits location (ft) E

A

0

100

B

0

3360

C

100

5175

D

0

1003

T

C*

0,86 1

53

Table 50: Luton runway capacity calculations

The first estimation once applied Equation 1 in the Runway section of the Study Case is
45 operations per hour.

12

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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Performing a hypothetical analysis with small aircraft (classes A and B) and VFR
operations the full-length taxiway configuration allows a total of 91 operations per hour,
and Luton taxiway configuration permits only 72 operations (these values can be found
in Figure 4-26 in [7]). It means a 79,1% of the predicted capacity.
Taking into account that bigger aircraft are less manoeuvrable than smaller ones, and
that their taking-off distances, landing distances and operation times are higher, an
extra reduction of 20% of the operations is going to be accounted for, which means a
59,1% reduction of the first estimation done.
The maximum capacity of the runway component is then 26 operations per hour.

Parking positions and gates
There are a total of 26 gates and 30 aircraft stands at Luton (more detailed view in AD 2EGGW-2-2 in the airport AIP [W-18]), so a study of the aircraft stands is going to be
performed.
There are 8 stands type IV, 13 stands type VI and 9 stands type VIII, which means that
there are no widebody servicing gates. However, there are no widebody aircraft
operating at Luton in its scheduled timetable (fleet distribution in Table 49).
Turnaround time for non-widebody aircraft will be set to 50 minutes, and as it has been
mentioned no widebody aircraft operate at Luton, so R value will be set to 1.
Attending to Figure 5 in the Appendix II the value of S will be 1, and looking at Figure 6
the value of G* will be 2,4.
Applying Equation 4 of the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section in the Study Case
the maximum capacity per hour that Luton parking facilities are going to accommodate
will be 72 aircraft movements.

Terminal curb
Luton curb is situated in the middle of the airport because the roadway leading to the
terminal building crossed under a taxiway (see Figure 20). It is composed by a
roundabout and a two-direction runway which divides into three lanes per direction
surrounding the main terminal building. It has one sidewalk at each of its sides and two
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more sideways in the middle of the roadway lanes. The estimated curb length is 565
metres, having separate areas for enplaning and deplaning passengers depending on the
direction of the roadway.
2300 peak-hour passengers will be obtained using Figure 9 in the Appendix II with the
984 feet sidewalk and a service level of category “C” used for enplaning passengers. This
amount will grow to 3302 adding the 18% of rail users considered in the Terminal curb
section of the Study Case, the 15% of car parking facilities users in this Schengen airport,
and the 0,07% transfer travellers.
With the 869 feet terminal curb for deplaning passengers, 1750 travellers could be
served in the maximum capacity period according to Figure 9 of the Appendix II; 2669
with train travellers, 20% of car parking users and transfer passengers added.

Check-in desks
There are 62 check-in desks at Luton airport. Using Equation 5 of the Study Case to fins a
value of S and entering it in Figure 10 in the Appendix II, a total of 1200 passengers could
be served in the peak-30minutes period.
Having a look at the main destinations of Luton departing flights, it can be considered a
Schengen airport. Considering Tables 7 and 8 in the Appendix II, F1 value will be 0,3 and
F2 value will be 1,43.
The maximum number of economy class passengers expected through Equation 6 in the
Check-in desks section of the Study Case is 2797 per hour. Converting this value to total
passengers (adding check-in online passengers) a maximum amount of 3496 passengers
per hour can be accommodated by check-in facilities.

Waiting area
Luton waiting area is situated in the second floor of the terminal building. Its surface is
estimated to be 1835m2, which means a maximum of 1310 passengers per hour
attending to Equation 7 in the Waiting area section of the Study Case.
Taking into account the turnaround time of the whole fleet at Luton, 50 minutes, and
looking at a general presentation curve for UK airports (Figure 2 in the Study Case), an
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extra 15% of passengers will be added to the ones who are waiting for its flight to begin
boarding (87% as mentioned in the practical analysis).
The maximum enplaning passengers per hour permitted by waiting area facilities will be
then 1284.

Baggage claim
The number of baggage claim belts at Luton is 5, which means 3000 bags processed per
hour according to Equation 8 in the Study Case. With 1,3 bags per passenger and 80% of
passengers carrying luggage, a total amount of 2884 passengers could be assumed by
baggage claim facilities once applied Equation 9 in the Baggage claim section of the
Study Case.

Results
The results of the capacity of the different components of the airport are gathered in
Table 51.
Component

Departing

Arriving

passengers/h

passengers/h

Operations/h

Runways

26

Parking positions and gates

72

Terminal curb-enplaning

3302

Terminal curb-deplaning

2669

Check-in

3496

Waiting area

1284

Baggage claim

2884
Table 51: Capacity study results of Luton airport

Assuming 134,7 passengers of average capacity for aircrafts operating at Luton, which
allow the conversion of the capacity results into flights per hour, the following
movements can be estimated:
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Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

13

13

Parking positions and gates

36

36

Terminal curb-enplaning

24,5

Terminal curb-deplaning

19,8

Check-in

25,9

Waiting area

9,5

Baggage claim

21,4

Table 52: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Luton
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MANCHESTER AIRPORT

Figure 22: Aerial view of Manchester airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 21 219 195
Transfer passengers (2008): 156 246
Airlines Serving Airport: There are 57 airlines offering flights from Manchestr, being used
as a hub for seven of them: BmiBaby, EasyJet, Flybe, Jet2, Monarch, Thomas Cook and
Thomson.
Main destinations: The most common destinations are Amsterdam, Belfast, Brussels,
Edinburgh, Malaga or Tenerife. The map with all destinations can be seen in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Main destinations of aircrafts departing from Manchester
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Fleet
According to a study of the scheduled flights departing from Manchester, the following
fleet distribution can be determined:
Aircraft13

% Fleet

Airbus 320

25,5

Boeing 737

20,8

Dash 8

20,2

Embraer RJ145

11,3

Boeing 757

8,3

ATR42

3,2

Boeing 767

3,1

CRJ

2,6

Airbus 330

2,0

Boeing 777

1,7

Fokker 70

0,8

MD-80

0,4

Airbus 310

0,2

Table 53: Fleet distribution at Manchester. Source: [W-17]

Runways
Manchester airport has two parallel runways with designations 05L-23R and 05R-23L
respectively. Both are made of concrete and grooved asphalt; the nearest to the
terminal building, the 05L-23R, is 3048 metres long and 46 metres wide, and the runway
05R-23L is 3200 metres long and 45 metres wide, and will only be used for departing
flights.
The separation between the centrelines of the runways is 1290 feet. Moreover, the
separation between thresholds is 5964 feet and the approaches are to the nearer
threshold, so an extra 1192 feet will be added to the separation of runways, concluding
with 2482 feet.

13

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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This runway distribution and distances correspond to diagram 3 of the FAA Advisory
Circular [7]. IFR meteorological conditions are going to be assumed (T=1), then Figure 4
in the Appendix II is going to be used to determine C*, and Table 5 in the Appendix II will
set E value. Runway 24R is the one used for approach ends.
Table 54 gathers the information for runway capacity analysis:
Aircraft class %

Mix index Exits location (ft) E

T

C*

A

0

114

1

59

B

0

3110

C

93

4015

D

7

5025

2207

1

6127
6703
7450
8540
Table 54: Manchester runway capacity calculations

Substituting the values in Equation 1 of the Runway section in the Study Case, the
maximum capacity obtained for the runway component is 59 operations per hour.

Parking positions and gates
Manchester airport’ facilities in terms of parking positions and gates consist of 57
aircraft stands for commercial aircrafts, 65 gates and 40 airbridges.
The 57 parking positions which are going to be studied are divided as follow: 8 type I
gates, 10 type IV gates, 8 type V gates, 21 gates type VI and 10 gates type VIII.
Considering gates type I as widebody suitable aircrafts, there is a 14% of the total gates
which accomplishes this condition.
Analysing the fleet (Table 53), there is a 7% of widebody aircrafts, and the average
turnaround time for them is 100 minutes. The average turnaround time for nonwidebody aircrafts is 60 minutes, getting an R value of 1,67 attending to Equation 3 in
the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section of the Study Case.
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Looking at Figures 5 and 8 both in the Appendix II, S and G* values are obtained, and the
maximum hourly capacity with this data will be 102 operations per hour (once applied
Equation 4 in the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section of the Study Case).

Terminal curb
The peculiarity of Manchester airport in terms of terminal curb is that the rail station
next to the airport has a “Skylink walkway” which leads both arriving and departing
passengers to terminals 1 and 2. For this reason, an increase of the total passengers will
be assumed at the end of this component study.
To estimate the enplaning passengers, a separate study of the three terminals is going to
be performed. The curb length in terminal 1 is 361 metres, which allow 2900 passengers
per hour according to Figure 9 in the Appendix II; the curb length in terminal 2 is 314
metres, permitting 2450 enplaning passengers (level “C” of service level is assumed as
mentioned in the Terminal curb section of the Study Case); the terminal 3 curb length is
261 metres, which means 2000 passengers. Adding up these values, taking into account
the transfer passengers (0,76% of the total passengers) and adding a 18% of passengers
using the Skylink sidewalk and 10% using car parking facilities in this international
airport, a total of 10034 enplaning passengers could be expected.
The same procedure is going to be applied to the deplaning curb length. Terminal 1 has
a smaller deplaning sidewalk, only 160 metres, and will serve a maximum of 1200
passengers according to Figure 9 in the Appendix II; terminal 2, with 314 metres will be
able to allocate 2000 deplaning travellers; and the 261 metres of sidewalk in terminal 3
will permit a total of 1750 deplaning passengers. The total deplaning passengers will be
4950, growing to 7155 when transfer, 15% of car parking users and Skyline walkway
passengers are added.

Check-in desks
The total number of check-in desks in the three terminal buildings is 234, which means
an S value of 208 once applied Equation 5 in the Check-in desks section of the Study
Case. Supposing a linear evolution of the curve in Figure 10 in the Appendix II for a
Maximum Queue Time of 20 minutes, a maximum of 4650 passengers could be served in
the peak 30-minutes period.
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Assuming that Manchester airport is a long-haul international airport, the values for F1
and F2 will be 0,25 and 1,62 according to Tables 7 and 8 in the Appendix II.
Using Equation 6 in the Study Case, the maximum number of economy class passengers
expected is 11481 per hour. Converting this value to total passengers (adding the 20% of
check-in online passengers) a maximum amount of 14351 passengers per hour can be
accommodated by check-in facilities.

Waiting area
Summing up the waiting areas of the three terminals at Manchester, 10300m2 can be
approximated to be used by enplaning passengers.
This would suppose 7319 passengers in its maximum demand hour according to
Equation 7 in the Study Case, and taking into consideration the 87% of a whole flight
waiting when the board begins and an extra 5% due to the early arriving passengers of
the next flight and looking at the presentation curve in Figure 2 of the Study Case, a total
amount of 7955 passengers could be served by Manchester waiting area facilities.

Baggage claim
There are 12 baggage claim belts at Manchester airport divided into its three terminals.
According to Equation 8 in the Study Case, they would process 7200 bags per hour,
which means 6923 passengers arriving at the airport once used Equation 9 in the
Baggage claim section of the Study Case which accounts for check-in online passengers.

Results
Table 55 shows the results of the individual component capacity study:
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Component

Departing

Arriving

Operations/h

passengers/h

passengers/h

Runways

59

Parking positions and gates

102

Terminal curb-enplaning

10034

Terminal curb-deplaning

7155

Check-in

14351

Waiting area

7955

Baggage claim

6923
Table 55: Capacity study results of Manchester airport

Determining an average seat capacity of 117,2 passengers per flight, the expected
movements per component can be seen in Table 56.
Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

29,5

29,5

Parking positions and gates

51

51

Terminal curb-enplaning

85,6

Terminal curb-deplaning

61

Check-in

122,4

Waiting area

67,5

Baggage claim

59

Table 56: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Manchester
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NEWCASTLE AIRPORT

Figure 24: Aerial view of Newcastle airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 5 039 993
Transfer passengers (2008): 23 353
Airlines Serving Airport: Air France, Air Southwest, Air Transat, British Airways, Brussels
Airlines, Cimber Sterling, Eastern Airways, EasyJet, Emirates, Jet2, KLM, Lufthansa,
Manx2, Ryanair, Thomson Airways and Wideroe.
Main destinations: 18 domestic scheduled flights such as Aberdeen, Belfast, Dublin or
London; 53 European destinations, for instance Amsterdam, Faro, Nice, Rhodes or
Turon; and 6 international destinations: Cancun, Dubai, Monastir, Orlando, Shaim El
Sheik and Toronto.
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Figure 25: Main destinations of flights departing from Newcastle

Fleet
Once analyzed the scheduled monthly flights and charter flights in season 2009/2010,
Table 57 can be performed.
Aircraft14

% Fleet

Airbus 320

34,3

Dash 8

19,0

Boeing 737

11,4

Boeing 757

10,8

Bae Jetstream

7,6

CRJ

6,3

Fokker 70

2,2

LET 410

1,9

Airbus 330

1,9

ARJ100

1,6

Saab 2000

1,3

Boeing 767

1,3

ATR 42

0,3

Table 57: Fleet distribution at Newcastle. Source: [W-19]

14

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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Runways
Newcastle airport has a single asphalt runway, the 07-25 runway, which is 2329 metres
long and 46 metres wide.
This distribution corresponds to the diagram 1 in the FAA [7], and IFR meteorological
conditions are going to be assumed (T=1), then Figure 1 in the Appendix II is going to be
used to determine C*, and Table 3 in the same Appendix II will determine E.
Table 58: Newcastle runway capacity calculationsTable 58 gathers the information for
runway capacity calculation:
Aircraft class

%

A

0

B

1,9

C

94,9

D

3,2

Mix index

Exits location (ft)

E

T

C*

0,86

1

52

5906
7546
104,4

Table 58: Newcastle runway capacity calculations

Hourly capacity of the runway component can be easily calculated now using Equation 1
in the Runway section of the Study Case, and gives a maximum of 44 operations.

Parking positions and gates
Parking position and gates facilities in Newcastle airport are the following ones: 16
gates, 3 airbridges and 27 stands (more information in chart AD 2-EGNT-2-2 in the
airport AIP [W-18]).
The analysis of the stand positions to allocate the several airplane classes in this airport
gives a total of 23 useful stands, being 3 type II stands, 5 type III stands, 6 type VI stands
and 9 type VIII stands. Taking this data into consideration, a stand capacity analysis is
going to be performed.
Airbus 330 and Boeing are the two widebody aircrafts operating at Newcastle, leading to
a 3,2% of widebody aircraft and a 96,8% of non-widebody aircraft fleet.
Stand type II and III are able to accommodate widebody aircrafts, computing a 34,8% of
the total available stands.
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With a gate mix of 96,8 the S value is 1 according to Table 5 in the Appendix II.
Destinations of flights operating at Newcastle set an average turnaround time for
widebody aircrafts of 90 minutes and an average turnaround time for non-widebody
aircrafts of 55 minutes, giving an R value of 1,63 (using Equation 3 of the Aircraft Parking
Positions and Gates section in the Study Case). Having a glimpse at Figure 8 in the
Appendix II a value of can 2,17 be determined for G*.
Given Equation 4 of the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section in the Study Case,
the total number of operations in the maximum hour capacity accommodated by the
airport facilities in terms of parking positions is 49.

Terminal curb
The single road which arrives to the terminal building is divided into two lanes when it
surrounds the frontage terminal curb, leaving a central sidewalk where passengers can
get or leave their vehicles.
Having the terminal curb divided into arrival sidewalk and departing sidewalk, an
accurate analysis can be performed for each kind of operation.
There are three sidewalks of 55 metres dedicated to enplaning passengers, summing up
165 metres (541ft) of available terminal curb.
For deplaning passengers there are also three sidewalks of 75 metres length each one,
summing up 225 metres (738ft) of available sidewalk.
The 541 feet for enplaning operations allow 1250 passengers per hour according to
Figure 9 in the Appendix II and assuming a “C” service level offered to be able to
perform the study, which increase to 1801 when considering the 18% of train users, the
15% of car parking facilities users in this Schengen airport and the 0,46% of transfer
passengers.
On the other hand, maximum capacity in terms of deplaning passengers will be
estimated to be 1500 also getting use of Figure 9 in the Appendix II, growing to 2297
adding the railway and car parking users in addition to transfer passengers.
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Check-in desks
Newcastle airport has 49 check-in desks, which means an S value of 43,5 according to
Equation 5 of the Study Case. Using this value in Figure 10 in the Appendix II for a MQT
of 20 minutes, the peak-30min passenger demand is expected to be 950.
The destinations and number of flights scheduled in this airport let us catalogue it as a
Schengen serviced flights airport, and assuming more than 4 flights per hour, the F1
value of the Table 7 in the Appendix II used will be 0,3 and the F2 value of the Table 8 in
the Appendix II will be 1,43.
Considering Equation 6 in the Study Case section, the maximum Peak-Hour economy
class Passengers expected is 2214. Converting this value to total passengers of a flight
(adding the 20% of check-in online passengers mentioned in the Check-in desks section
of the Study Case) a maximum amount of 2767 passengers per hour can fly from
Newcastle airport.

Waiting area
The terminal building in Newcastle airport has a little area used as waiting area in the
main terminal building, after check-in desks and the security screening, which is
estimated to be of 830m2 (a detailed map can be seen in reference [W-19]). From this
central building, an arm shape corridor leads the passengers to several gates serving the
contact parking positions. This corridor gives an extra 3000m2 to the waiting area.
Attending to Equation 7 in the Study Case, the total 3830m2 of waiting area available
allow a total amount of 2735 passengers.
The average turnaround time for all operating aircrafts in the airport is considered to be
57 minutes, and looking at the presentation curve of the airport (Figure 2 in the Study
Case section) a 7% of passengers must be added to account for the second flight
travellers when the first flight boarding begins, summing up 94% of a whole flight in the
waiting area, concluding that 2909 maximum gross passengers could be allocated in the
waiting areas.
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Baggage claim
Newcastle airport has 5 baggage claim belts in the right side of its terminal building. It
means that a total of 3000 bags per hour can be delivered according to Equation 8 in the
Study Case, and converting this baggage volume to total passengers in the flights being
served in its busiest hour through Equation 9 in the Study Case, a maximum capacity
coverage of 2884 deplaning passengers are expected to be handled.

Results
The results of the individual component study can be seen in Table 59.
Component

Departing

Arriving

Operations/h

passengers/h

passengers/h

Runways

44

Parking positions and gates

49

Terminal curb-enplaning

1801

Terminal curb-deplaning

2297

Check-in

2767

Waiting area

2909

Baggage claim

2884
Table 59: Capacity study results of Newcastle airport

Since the same measure unit is needed in order to compare all components results, the
analysis of the fleet sets an average seat capacity of the aircrafts of 110,5 passengers,
which will permit the measure of all components in flights per hour.
Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

22

22

Parking positions and gates

24,5

24,5

Terminal curb-enplaning

16,3

Terminal curb-deplaning

20,8

Check-in

25

Waiting area

26,3

Baggage claim

26,1

Table 60: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Newcastle
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SHANNON AIRPORT

Figure 26: Aerial view of Shannon airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 3 639 048
Transfer passengers (2008): 302 040
Airlines Serving Airport: Aer Lingus, Air France, Air Transat, British Airways, Continental
Airlines, Delta Air Lines, Ryanair, United Airlines.
Main destinations: Alicante, Atlanta, Birmingham, Boston, Bristol, Brussels, Dublin,
Edinburgh, Faro, Glasgow, Krakow, Lanzarote, Las Palmas, Liverpool, Lodz, London,
Malaga, New York, Paris, Tenerife, Toronto, Wroclaw.
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Figure 27: Main destinations of aircrafts departing from Shannon

Fleet
Studying the weekly flights to the destinations detailed previously, aircraft models and
percentage of usage of them can be predicted, as shown in Table 61.
Aircraft15

% Fleet

Boeing 737-800

41,1

Airbus 330

21,0

Airbus 320

14,3

Boeing 757

13,1

Small charter aircrafts

10,4

Airbus 310

0,2

Table 61: Fleet distribution at Shannon. Source: [W-21]

Runway
Shannon airport has two asphalt runways, situated nearly perpendicular one to another.
The main runway 06-24, equipped with ILS is 3199 metres long and 45 metres wide. The
secondary runway 13-31, without ILS coverage, has a total length of 1720 metres and a
width of 45 metres.

15

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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Aircraft class

%

Mix index

A

0

142,3

B

0

C

78,8

D

21,2

Table 62: Shannon runway capacity calculations

A special process has to be performed for this runway configuration, as the secondary
runway described has no ILS coverage. Using Figure 3 in the Appendix II created by FAA
[7] for this special case, and assuming a straight-in approach, a maximum hourly
capacity of 50 operations can be served by this component.

Parking positions and gates
Shannon airport has 14 gates and 9 airbridges. Studying different configurations of
parking stand positions and being aware of the fleet operating at the airport (Table 61),
a total of 14 stands can be used at a same time in the commercial area (parking stand
details in chart AD 2-EINN-2-2 in the airport AIP).
It is decided that gates are going to be analyzed as the possible capacity constraining
component, considering 2 type II gates, 6 type III gates, 5 type VI gates and 1 type VIII
gate.
Widebody aircrafts operating at this airport are Airbus 330 and Airbus 310, which
represent a 21,2% of the total fleet. The gate mix is then 78,8.
Gates type II and III are widebody suitable gates, so 57,1% of gates can accommodate
widebody aircrafts.
The amount of international flights and high capacity of several aircrafts operating at
Shannon airport determine the high average time for aircraft turnaround:
Average turnaround time for widebody aircrafts: 110 minutes
Average turnaround time for non-widebody aircrafts: 70 minutes
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Giving an R value of 1,57 attending to Equation 3 of the Aircraft Parking Positions and
Gates section in the Study Case. Values for S and G* can be found in Figures 5 and 8
both in the Appendix II.
Using Equation 4 of the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section in the Study Case,
the total number of operations serviced by the airport parking and gate facilities in the
maximum hour capacity is 21.

Terminal curb
Two different roadways which join at the entry of Shannon airport lead passengers to
the sidewalk of the terminal curb. The terminal building has its arrival and departure
areas separated, having departure facilities such as check-in desks at the beginning of
the terminal in the car circulation direction, and arrival facilities at the end of the
terminal building.
Enplaning passengers will have a total of 175 metres of sidewalk, whereas deplaning
passengers will have 190 metres.
Entering the enplaning length of terminal curb (574ft) in Figure 9 in the Appendix II,
1350 total non-transfer enplaning passengers per hour are obtained, and using the
deplaning available length (623ft), 1300 non-transfer flying passengers are served.
Having an 18% of rail users as mentioned in Terminal curb section of the Study Case plus
10% of car parking users by enplaning operations and 15% of car parking users in
deplaning operations in this international airport, and finally plus 8,3% of transfer
passengers, a maximum of 1973 enplaning passengers can be served by the terminal
curb length in the peak-hour period, and 2033 deplaning passengers will pass through
the terminal curb at Shannon.

Check-in desks
There are 37 check-in desks in Shannon, which taking into account Equation 5 in the
Case Study an S value of 32,9 is obtained.
Looking at Figure 10 in the Appendix II, the peak-30min passenger demand is expected
to be 740.
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The destinations and number of flights scheduled in this airport let us catalogue it as a
long-haul international flights airport, and with more than 4 flights per hour, the F1
value obtained from Table 7 in the Appendix II will be 0,25 and the F2 value obtained
from Table 8 in the same Appendix II will be 1,62.
Considering Equation 6 in the Study Case, the maximum Peak-Hour economy class
Passengers expected is 1827. Converting this value to total passengers of a flight (adding
check-in online passengers) a maximum amount of 2283 passengers per hour can fly
from Shannon airport.

Waiting area
Shannon airport has a very long and narrow waiting area which leads to the gates in the
commercial terminal. It is situated parallel to the terminal curb and next to the main
terminal, surrounding both arrival and departure areas, and serves the main gates (it can
be seen in Figure 26). Its shape is 11 metres wide and 400 metres long, which means a
total of 4400m2.
Applying Equation 7 in the Study Case, a maximum capacity for the waiting area of 3142
departing passengers is obtained.
The average turnaround time for the whole fleet operating at Shannon is considered to
be of 90 minutes. Adding 20 minutes for the next aircraft to arrive to the parking zone
and 30 minutes for the first flight to departure, a total of 140 minutes is used to predict
the percentage of passengers of the second flight at the waiting area when the first
flight boarding begins. Looking at the presentation curve (Figure 2 of the Study Case), no
passengers are waiting for the second flight yet, so the maximum capacity of the waiting
area is expected to be of 3611 passengers.

Baggage claim
Shannon airport has 5 baggage claim belts. Using Equation 8 in the Baggage claim
section of the Study Case, an amount of 3000 bags per hour can be delivered, and
converting this baggage volume to total passengers in the flights being served in this
busiest hour, adding the 80% of check-in online passengers and taking into account 1,3
bags per traveller through Equation 9 in the Study Case, a maximum capacity coverage
of 2884 deplaning passengers are expected.
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Results
Table 63 gathers the results of the individual maximum capacity of the components
studied.
Component

Departing

Arriving

Operations/h

passengers/h

passengers/h

Runways

50

Parking positions and gates

21

Terminal curb-enplaning

1973

Terminal curb-deplaning

2033

Check-in

2283

Waiting area

3611

Baggage claim

2884
Table 63: Capacity study results of Shannon airport

In order to compare all the components, they must be converted into the same measure
units. To achieve this, the average number of seats per flight is 180,9, which will set all
components to flights per hour.
Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

25

25

Parking positions and gates

10,5

10,5

Terminal curb-enplaning

10,9

Terminal curb-deplaning

11,2

Check-in

12,6

Waiting area

20

Baggage claim

15,9

Table 64: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Shannon
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STANSTED AIRPORT

Figure 28: Aerial view of Stansted airport

General information
Total passengers (2008): 22 360 364
Transfer passengers (2008): 19 989
Airlines Serving Airport: There are 29 airlines serving the airport; for instance Air Berlin,
Easyjet, Germanwings or Ryanair.
Main destinations: Alicante, Amsterdam, Belfast, Dublin, Glasgow, Munich, Nuremberg
or Stockholm.
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Figure 29: Main destinations of flights departing from Stansted

Fleet
After the analysis of the weekly timetable at Stansted, the next fleet distribution can be
conceived:
Aircraft16

% Fleet

Boeing 737

63,4

Airbus 319

27,8

Airbus 320

3,2

Dash 8

2,3

Airbus 330

1,2

ATR72

1,1

Airbus 340

0,5

Airbus 321

0,4

DC-9

0,1

Table 65: Fleet distribution at Stansted. Source: [W-22]

Runways
There is a single runway at Stansted airport, which is made of grooved asphalt. Its
designation number is 04-22 and its dimensions are 3048x46 metres.

16

A full chart with the main characteristics of all aircrafts can be seen in Table 1 in Appendix II.
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This runway distribution corresponds to diagram 1 of the FAA Advisory Circular [7]. IFR
conditions are going to be conceived (T=1), then Figure 1 in the Appendix II will be used
to find out C* and Table 3 in the Appendix II will determine E. Threshold 22 will be the
prior in use in approach ends.
Table 66 gathers the information for runway capacity calculation:
Aircraft class %

Mix index Exits location (ft) E

A

0

103,4

B

0

6710

C

98,3

7770

D

1,7

9151

4730

T

C*

0,86 1

53

Table 66: Stansted runway capacity calculations

According to Equation 1 in the Runway section of the Study Case, the maximum number
of operations per hour estimated is 45.

Parking positions and gates
Stansted airport has a total of 99 gates and many stand positions near its hangars,
maintenances areas, cargo facilities and terminals. However, only commercial aircraft
stands are going to be taken into account, so 6 aircraft stands type VIII are assumed to
be at the business terminal area; and 6 stands type I, 2 stands type IV, 28 stands type VI
and 10 stands type VIII will be assigned to the commercial terminal apron (detailed view
of the apron and parking positions in chart AD 2-EGSS-2-2 of the airport AIP [W-18]).
The parking positions and gates study is going to be performed with these 52 stand
positions, 11,5% of them being widebody suitable gates.
Analysing the fleet operating at Stansted (Table 65), 1,7% is widebody classified. The
average turnaround time for these aircrafts is 90 minutes, and the turnaround time for
non-widebody aircrafts will be considered to be 55 minutes, giving an R value of 1,63
according to Equation 3 of the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section in the Study
Case.
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With this data and using Figures 5 and 8 in the Appendix II to find S and G* values, 114
maximum operations per hour can be performed successfully by just applying Equation
4 of the Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates section in the Study Case.

Terminal curb
Two terminal curbs are going to be studied at Stansted: the terminal curb at the
business terminal and the terminal curb at the main commercial terminal (see map of
the airport in Figure 28).
Business terminal curb is 243 feet long, with two road lanes and one extra lane used
only to drop-off and pick-up passengers, so 486 feet is going to be considered as the
curb terminal length. As no separation between arriving and departing passengers is
noticed, a half of the total length will be considered for each kind of operation, and
attending to Figure 9 in Appendix II, 650 enplaning passengers and 575 deplaning
passengers will be obtained, assuming a “C” service level offered by the airport.
The main terminal curb has three lanes of a roadway with one extra lane used for dropoff and pick-up, and another lane used as temporally parking. The total length
considered for this curb will be 2300 feet, 1150 feet for enplaning movements and 1150
feet for deplaning operations, giving a total number of 2800 and 2250 passengers served
respectively.
The total enplaning passengers are 3450, and taking into account the transfer
passengers (0,09% of the total travellers) , the fact that Stansted airport has a rail station
directly under the terminal forecourt and assuming an 18% of travellers using this kind
of transport to get to the airport and a 15% of passengers using the car parking facilities
this number will grow to 4954 enplaning passengers.
In terms of deplaning facilities, 2825 passengers could be served per hour, and adding
the percentage of rail and car parking users, and the transfer passengers, a total amount
of 4310 deplaning passengers could be using deplaning facilities in a hypothetical
maximum demand hour.
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Check-in desks
Stansted airport has 64 check-in desks, involving 1225 peak 30-minutes passengers
according to Figure 10 in Appendix II (the value of S is obtained through Equation 5 in
the Study Case).
Considering this airport a Schengen airport according to its most common destinations
(F1 value of 0,3 according to Table 7 in the Appendix II and F2 value of 1,43 in Table 8 of
the Appendix II), the maximum number of economy class passengers per hour expected,
using Equation 6 in the Study Case, will be 2855. Finally, converting this value to total
passengers (adding the 20% of check-in online passengers expected in the Check-in
desks section of the Study Case) a maximum amount of 3568 passengers per hour can
be accommodated by check-in facilities at Stansted.

Waiting area
The total estimated surface reserved to be used as waiting area, adding up the surface in
the business terminal and the surface in the main terminal, is 7400m2, which involves
5285 passengers according to the space occupied by stand and sit down passengers and
the percentage of each ones mentioned in Equation 7 of the Study Case.
According to the average turnaround time for this airport, which is 60 minutes, and
having a glimpse at the presentation curve in Figure 2 of the Study Case, an extra 5% of
passengers will be added to the 87% of total passengers of a single flight at the waiting
area when the boarding begins, so 5563 passengers will be the maximum capacity of
this component.

Baggage claim
Stansted airport has 6 baggage claim belts which could process 3000 bags per hour
according to Equation 8 in the Study Case, serving up to 2884 passengers considering an
80% of passengers carrying bags and an average number of 1,3 bags per traveller in the
Equation 9 of the Study Case.
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Results
After the analysis of all individual components, their maximum capacity available can be
seen in Table 67.
Component

Departing

Arriving

Operations/h

passengers/h

passengers/h

Runways

45

Parking positions and gates

114

Terminal curb-enplaning

4954

Terminal curb-deplaning

4310

Check-in

3568

Waiting area

5563

Baggage claim

2884
Table 67: Capacity study results of Stansted airport

Since the same measure unit is needed in order to compare all components results, the
analysis of the fleet sets an average seat capacity of the aircrafts of 128,1 passengers,
which will permit the measure of all components in flights per hour in order to be
compared among them.
Component

Departing flights/h

Arriving flights/h

Runways

22,5

22,5

Parking positions and gates

57

57

Terminal curb-enplaning

38,7

Terminal curb-deplaning

33,6

Check-in

27,9

Waiting area

43,4

Baggage claim

22,5

Table 68: Final results of the individual capacity analysis for Stansted
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